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News In Brief

Council
approves
positions
Thursday

Starvation would kill more in
World War III than anything else
WASHINGTON ( AP — The aftermath of nuclear war would
look a lot more like today's famine-blasted Ethiopia than a picture of devastated buildings and radiation-scarred htimans, says
a scientist who believes starvation would be the No. 1 killer in
post-World War III.
The study. released Thursday by a committee of the International Council of Scientific Unions. -supports the theory that even
a:limited nuclear exchange would create great spreading clouds
of black smoke that could shield the Earth from the sun and
plunge the world into a crop-destroying "nuclear winter."
The report estimates famine could kill as many as 1 billion to 4
billion of the world's 5 billion people after much smaller numbers
were wiped out in the explosion and radiation of direct attacks.
said Dr. Mark Harwell of Cornell University. one of the study's
co-leaders.
"The main mechanism by which people would die after a. largescale nuclear war would not be blast effect, would not he burns,
would not be radiation but rather would be mass starvation,"
Harwell told a news conference.
"We are left with images of Ethiopia and the Sudan as being
more representative of what the world would look like after a
nuclear war for most of the people than the Sorts of images we
have of Hiroshima and Nagasaki," he said.
The report, produced by, scientists from 30 nations including
the Soviet Union and United States, says a huge nuclear attack
would be unnecessary.
Even selected targeting of urban areas and burning of fuel
sources — something the authors-assume would happtn — would
create enough smoke and other chemical effects to lower
temperatures and drastically reduce tight in many parts of the
world, even in nations far from the main combatants, the report
suggests. Rain patterns also could be interrupted, causing severe
agricultural problems.
A temperature drop that sounds relatively minor — perhaps 5
degrees to 10 degrees Fahrenheit over several months — could
"essentially eliminate agriculture production. in the Northern
Hemisphere," Harwell said.
And he and others said such a temperature decline was at the
optimistic end of most estimates, some of which say summer
could actually be turned into winter in sonic locations.
In general, the findings support the conclusions of other
groups, including the National Academy of Sciences, which have
used atmospheric models to back up nuclear winter theories.
Officials at the Pentagon and elsewhere in the Reagan administration have said they accept the general idea of nuclear
winter and consider it one of the reasons for sticking to their
policy of seeking arms control while continuing to build new
nuclear weapons as a deterrent to possible Soviet attack.

By MELINDAMIGGINTON
Staff Writer
•
Murray City Council members
met Thursday evening and approved Mayor Holmes Ellis'
recommendations to appoint
Byron Forbus as a member of
the Murray Planning Commission and Dr. Ronald Babb as a
member of the Murray Calloway County Airport Board.

New, retiring trustees honored

Staff photos by Datid Tuck

Pictured above are new trustees of the Calloway County yublic Library.Robby Martin (left), a
with the firm of Shackleford. Thurman. Martin and Colson and Frank Doran (center). vice president
of
Peoples Bank. Roth men were sworn in at a dinner Thursday evening at the library. Conducting
the offikal ceremonies was County Judge-Executive George Weaks (right). In the bottom photo.
retiring
trustee l.ynn Houston (second from right) was honored with awards and gifts after two
terms as a
trustee. Pictured with her are (l-r) Jim Nelson, state librarian. Margaret Trevathan. executive director of the Calloway County Public Library. and Walt pperson, chairman of the library trustees.
Maj.
Dan Farris also completed his term and has moved to accept a position as Deputy Chief of Staff with the
100th Division Training of the National Guard in Louisville.
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Mostly clear and continued
cool tonight with a low in the
mid to upper 40s.
Mostly sunny Saturday
with a high in the lower 70s
and easterly winds winds 5-to
15 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for clear to partly _cloudy
skies Sunday through Tuesday with gradually warmer
temperatures. .

Lake Levels
Ky.- Lake
Barkley Lake

355.4
355.4

Totals were not given for
revenue sharing, municipal aid
tax, central garage and fire extinguisher funds.
Approximations are: revenue
sharing. $13,000; municipal aid
tax, $22.500 ($20.000 deposited to
savings i; central garage.
$9,500: and fire extinguisher
fund..$600. _
Police Chief Jerry Lee
reported to the council that Tony
Bayless had resigned as parking
attendar.t and animal control
warden with the city police
department. Lee said applica--bons are being accepted. and
30-40 had been received so.far.
Also of interest to council
members were:

School board reaches trip compromise
RV KEVIN BOWDEN
.
Staff Writer
A compromise on a controversial decision not to allow two
road trips for the boys cross
country team, approval of a
$7,164,195.11 working budget.
and the review of several
reports by school officials were
among the items taken care
during Thursday •night"'s
regularly scheduled Calloway
County School Board meeting.

Superintendent Jack Rose's
decision earlier this week to veto
two road trips for the boys cross
country team — a meet in Covington and one in Lexington —
was compromised by the school
board, which voted unanimously
to allow the team to attend the
Lexingtourneet. Rose's decision
was made, he explained, due to
the school district's efforts to cut
back on athletic expenses. but.
after parents, coaches and tearri

members expressed their disappointment in being unable to attend what is considered a
preview of.the state championships for cross country, the
board approved the Lexington
trip.
"There's got to be a cutting
ptac.t _ somewhere...and
wherever you cut, somebody's
going to get mad," said board
chairman Walter, Byars as he
explained the board's position

on athletic cutbacks.
"I think we're going to have to
take a very close look at our —
sports program..1it's getting out
of hand." added board member
Jerry Overbe3,- .
A stipulation was included in
the compromise. stating that the
. two trips would be discontinued
after this season.
Unanimous approval, was
(Cont'd on page 2)

Labor conference ends on a bright note
At the end of a three-day conference in Gilbertsville yesterday, business and labor leaders
came away feeling relaxed and
better acquainted with one

SUNNY

Council members- approved
without comment the accounts
paid in August. The total- paid
from general fund- was
$162,727.84.

othe awarding of the contract to
work on 12th Street to Jim Smith
Constructing Co. of Grand
Rivers for $6.164.204;
a•findings of'the public safety
commission that present , city
noise ordinances are sufficient
to be upheld by local law enforcement agencies;
..•traffic congestion at Chestnut
and Fourth streets and at Maple
.and Third streets:
*and a request to have road
blocks and other enforcement
measures to encourage Murrayans to purchase city stickers.

Elsewhere...
JOHAN NESBUI(G, South Africa — The leader of an antiapartheid women's movement says the proposed repeal of "pass
laws" that keep blacks out of white areas is "the beginning of the
end of apartheid." Police arrest up to 600 students at a high
school, detaining many under a state of emergency decree.
LONDON — The Danish government's disclosure that the head
of the Soviet spy network in Britain has been feeding secrets to
the West since the 1970s raises the possibility that he defected
because of fears of being exposed as a double agent.
WASHINGTON
A series of last-minute attempts has failed to
halt the Reagan administration's plans to go ahead with the first
final-stage test of a new U.S. anti-satellite. weapon.
WASHINGTON — After trailing the United States in 1983, the
Soviet Union regained -its:role as the world's leading arm§,exporter last year with sales of $9A billion. the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency says in a new report.
WASHINGTON — Reversal of a spurt in fresh vegetable prices
and continued slack in oil and gasoline prices are holding out the
prospect for another decline in wholesale costs.
TEL 4V1$'. Israel — When Moslem employees took three days
off for a religious holiday, advertisements in Israel's daily
newspapers appealed for volunteers to sweep the streets and pick'
up garbage of the Jewish town of Herzliya. That dramatically
showed how Israel depends on the labor of Palestinian residents
of its occupied territories.
WASH/ k(:TO.N. — Secretary of Education William J. Bennett
has warned state school superintendents against scaling back all
forms- of-aid .to parochial schools.
•
WASHINGTON • — The Senate Judiciary Committee plans to
hold a series of hearings to investigate the Justice Department's
handling of white-collar crime. cases involving Eli Lilly and Co.,
E.F. Hutton and Other companies, a committee aide says.

Vi CENTS

another.
Sponsored by the state Labor
Cabinet and Commerce Chbinet.
the conference hosted approximately 500 participants who
heard speakers on topics rang-

ing from education to long-term
economic development.
They were advised to expect
more economic development
from small firms than from projects like General Motors.
In a panel discussion of state
legislators. Rep. Al Bennett. DLouisville, a member of the
House Business Ortzizations

and Professions Committee and
co-chairman of the interim joint
Labor and Industry Committee,
said the issues for labor and
business leaders to look for in
the 1986 General Assembly are:
ecollective bargaining for public
employees,
'right-to-know law for workers
handling hazardous materials

and for communities with such
industries
sand benefits for victims of
plant closings.
Participants got the message
that though labor-management
relations have improved, they
will need to continue to emphasize overcoming the
negative feelings of the past.

Jim Smith receives 12th Street contract

•
BY KEA I'S BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Jim Smith Contracting, of
Like City, has been awicrdecl the
contract for the 12th Street
widening project here with a bid
of $6,160,212.45:
The $fi million bid beat out two
other bids from ,Paducah contracting firms, according to
John Puryear. • chief highway

engineer of District 1.
PurYear explained in a
telephone interview earlier this
week that the contracting firm,
will have 225 working days to Z
complete the project, after a
working permit is secured from
the state highway department.
Puryear expects that working
permit to be granted sometime
within the next week.

Actual construction work is
expected to begin later this
month. said Puryear; who expects construction of a bridge on
the north end of the street- and
the completion of utility relocation to be the first two steps in
the widening of the street
Throughout the summer the
local utility and telephone companies have been busy

.relocating wire cables which
will be affected by the widening
of_the_street..which-is-the-main-thoroughfare • from north to
south through Murray.
"We (the contractors and the
highway department) will maintain local traffic for the duration
of the project." stressed
Puryear.

•
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Trade deficit. education key to issue

Stubblefield Jersey is State Fair winner

LUCIE IS KY.STATE FAIR 14-/NNER — Judges Lucie, bred and owned by Stubblefiel
d Jerseys
''of MUrray.- recently captured four first-place awards at the Kentucky State Fair
in Louisville.
Lucie was named first place Jersey five years and older in the Open show and the Kentucky
Show.
and then went on to be designated best uddered Jersey five years and older in both the
Open and
Kentucky Shows. The Stubblefields also exhibited the fourth place Junior calf (both
Open and
Kentucky). third place Summer Yearling Open Show, second place Summer 'Yearling
Kentucky •
Show, third place Produce of Dam (both Open and Kentucky). and fifth place
in Bluegrass
Jersey Futurity for select, nominated three-year-old cows. -

Reunion of decade classes
featured homecoming event
The reunion of the decade
_7..iduation classes of '35. '45,
55. '65, and '75 will be oneof the
featttred events on the Murray
State University campus for the
1985 Homecoming Oct 4-5.
Graduates from the decade
years will be the special guests
at the "welcome home coffee"
froth
to 9.30 a.m. Saturday.
Ott 5, in the ('urns Center. and
also • at the Homecoming
Smorgasbord from 11 a.m. to.
12:30 p m.. also Saturday. in the
('urns Center ballroom.
Decade classes
special tables .at the
.rriorgasbord. Tickets to the
smorgasbord are $8. Only those
ho eat need tickets. Everyone
is invited to stop by and visit. An

added attraction at this year's
smorgasbord will be a "Hot
Dogger Cartoon Fest" for kids
at $2 per child. sponsored by the,
Student Alumni Association.
Graduates of the class of '35
had a reunion at the spring
Alumni Weekend and are. also
invited to attend Homecoming.
Volunteer graducates from each
decade class are helping contact
classmates with invitations to
join in the reunion. Volunteers
from the class of '35 are
Katherine Purdom. J.D. "Stum,py" _Rayburn and Dew • -Drop-- Rowlett, all of Murray.
Volunteers from '45 are Marjorie Shroat Dunn. Vivian M.
Hale and Bess Thurman
Kerlich, all of Murray.

Volunteers from '55, all 01
Murray. are Buddy Buckingham,. Dr. Harvey L. Elder,
Ed Fenton. Charles W. Outland,
and Betty Thurman Stewart.
Volunteers from '65 are
William Beasley, Paducah, and
from Murray. Lillie Henson
Burton, Jane Hall. Dr. Bob
McGaughey, Johnny McDougal
and Dr. Tom Posey.
Volunteers from '75.are Ross
Meloan. Joe Evanko and Roger
T. Burgess, all of Murray.
Additional information about
1485- Homecoming -activities
may be obtained by contacting
the Office of Alumni Affairs,
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University. Murray, Ky., 42071.
15021 762-3737.

Wells addresses Rotary Club
about vital issues of concern
By M.C. Garrott
economy assessing it as in "the
the club why Kentucky does not
Kentucky's first secretary of
most difficult period in its
seek a right-to-work law while
labor yesterday told the Murray
history."
other states with such a law
Rotary Club that the nation's
He pointed out that 27 percent
seem to be attracting new and
trade deficit and the issue -of
of all the automobiles. 30 permajor industftes; the secretary
education hold the keys to the. cent of the steel. 50 percent of
replied that he was opposed to
of. life Kentuckians Sill
the clothing, 38 percent of the! such legislation "because it
--Witre for generations to come.
shoes, 22 percent of the tobacco
tends to drive management and
"And this iS going to take inaqd 30 percent Of -the rubber prolabor further apart."
volvement, understanding and
darts sold in America today are
investment on the parts of all. either manufactured or produc"In Kentucky," he said, "we
concerned," John Wells, ed in foreign operations.
are trying to unite management
youthful member of the gover"And, " he asked, "do you
and labor so we can work
nor's cabinet told the Rotarians
think you could buy a stereo
together for the good of all and
and their guests.
system or a television set made
toward the improvement of the
Introducted by Steve Zea, exquality Of life in our state.
in America?"
ecutive secretary of the Murray"We feel we have done more
Economic development, he
Calloway County Chamber of
in this area within the past yearsaid, is simply a "facny phrase
Commerce, Wells went on to
for jobs, primary jobs and
and-a-half than has ever been
point out that there are major
secondary, or spinoff jobs.
done before," he said, adding
changes in the national economy
"And, to survive in our inter- that "because of our progress in
today which affect directly the
national and national economies this direction, the National
living standards of Kentuckians.
of the future, it is crucial that
Association of Labor Relations
"When they aren't making
our educational system in Ken- Councils will be coming to Kensteel in Pittsburgh, they're not
tucky be second to none,". he tucky for its national convention_
mining coal in Kentucky," he
said.
— something that has never hapsaid.
When asked by a member of pened before."
Kentucky's economy, he went
on to emphasize, is confined
basically to three areas —
manufacturing, agriculture and
coal — each of which is distressed today because of factors
which can be traced to international competition and the
state's lagging educational
facilities.
In Louisville alone, he said,
33,000 jobs have been lost within
the past few years because of international competition and
plants leaving the state.
Family farm numbers are
rapidly declining in Kentucky.
he said, adding that "by the year
2.000, only about 2.7 percent of
Kentucky's farms will be family
operated. And, we just may not
have a tobacco program at the
end of the next five years."
Kentucky. is the nation's
largest coal producing state, he
went on, and ranks eighth in the
world. "Last year, Kentucky's
mines produced more coal than
ever before," he said, "a record
number of tons, but with a work
force of 50,000 miners as compared with 200,000 before the
days of automation.
—0-ur future lies in our ability
to keep what we have while at
the same time attracting new industry and developing new jobs,
John Wells, Kentucky's first secretary of labor spoke to the Murprimarily in the small business
ray Rotary Club Thursday about the importance of the national
sector," he said.
trade deficit and education as keys tothe quality of life for KenAlthough 22,000 new jobs — a
tuckians as a whole. Wells said that in Kentucky attempts were
record number — were created
being made to bring labor and management closer together when
in Kentucky last year alone, he
asked about a right-to-work law.
said, the future belongs to a
trained' and educated work
force, one capable of learning
and adapting to today's skills
and high technology.
"Even though our Kentucky
work force ranks fourth or fifth
A Murray youth was transferA spokesman for the Murrayin the nation on productivity."
red to Lourdes Hospital in
Calloway
County Hospital termhe emphasized, "our people
Paducah late Thursday after- ed Bohmfalk's condition as
simply do not have the educanoon after he was struck by a critical, deeming it necessary to
tional foundation upon which to
car while on his way home from
transfer him to the Paducah
build in acquiring the highly
school.
hospital for treatment.
technical skills so in demand in
Randy Bohmfalk,a resident of
today's economic world." IrLa ,separate accident which
Shady Oaks Trailer Park, was
In comparison, he pointed to 'walking
home from school about w.cured about 10 a.m. Thursday,
the education system of the
3 p.m. when he crossed Ky. 121 Elmus Abbott 'was transported
Japanese. "In Japan," he said,
and was struck by an eastbound to the Murray-Calloway County
"a student graduates from high
car driven by Linda Newsome. Hospital where he was listed in
school with educational credenof Route 1. Farmington.
"good condition" today.
tials comparable to those of an
undergraduate degree in college
-in our country.
"They are required to take six
years of English and scientific
Applications for the FY '86 other promotional literature,
and mathematical subjects uneTourism Matching Funds pro- media advertisements, parqualled in the secondary schools
gram will be received until Oc- ticipation in travel shows-and
of America. They have learned
tober 15th according to Shirley the promotion of festivals.
from us and they are beating us
Johnson, chairperson of the PurFor additonal information Or a
at our own game."
chase Area Matching Funds copy of the application
Wells, a University of Ken- Subcommittee.
guidelines, contact your local
tucky graduate and with
The Matching Funds Program Chamber of Commerce, Tourmaster's, and doctoral degrees
provides financial assistance to sim Commission, or the Purfrom Riggers University at New
regional and local groups for the chase Area Development
Brunswick, NJ, also touched on
promotion of toursim. The funds District Office at 247-7171 or
America's international
may be 'used for brochures and 554-2709.

Youth transfered after being
struck 1)), automobile Thursday
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Matching funds applications accepted

LL
GTO\ MAYOR VISITS MURRAY — Murray.Mayor
Holmes Ellis (center) is shown handing
over keys to the city to Scotty Baesler, mayor of .Lexington
, and Doug Gibson, Lexington economic
developer..This week's visit by the two Lexington officials was
part of a swing through %est Kentucky
to promote state-wide post secondary education program. The
program,said Baesler, would help improve education in the state as well as reciprocally benefit the
location of future industry to Kentucky.

Compromise...
((bard from page 1)
granted to a $7 million working
budget, which included
estimated total revenue receipts
of $5,265,851.77. Total above line
expenditures - which includes
salaries for administration and
instructional staff, district
materials, attendance and
health services, operation of
plant and pupil transportation were estimated at $5,907,430.11,
including $1 95,270.40 in
contingencies.
A total of $1.256,765 was
estimated for below line expenditures, which includes advancements,.-loans. investments
and transfers.
Several reports were reviewed and approved by the school
board, including a contract extension with Murray State
University for the use of univer_ ___sity faxi ittea _far
sichool _
• district's kindergarten and
Head Start programs. Following
a transportation report, approval was granted to a recommendation tO purchase three
,nel.y 71-passenger, diesel
powered, automatic transmisafon buses at a cost of $34.559
each and one 21-passenger. gas

powered bus at a cost of $18,116.
Approval was granted by the
school board to an addition to
the district's personnel policy,
stating that new personnel
would teach in their major field
of study.
In other personnel matters,
the school board hired Joe
Stonecipher as a full-time
freshman boys basketball coach
and approved the contracts of
three substitute teachers.
Enrollment statistics, by
grade level and broken down by
schools, were also presented to
the school board. The statistics
for the three elementary schools
showed third grade classes at
North Elementary and
Southwest Elementary Schools
to be above the average 20-29
pupil class size with a total of 30
to 31 students at . that grade
level. A recommendation to seek
two teacher's aides was approved by the school board in an effort to reduce the third grade
Assistant superintendent br.
Nancy Lovett and Dr. .Bobby
Malone presented a report on
the district's program of
studies. The program, which
was approved by the school
board, included a time line'and
committee responsibilities for
the development of the cur-

riculum for all grade levels in
the district.
The program will encompass
14 subject areas and is expected
to be completed and implemented by fall 1986. according to Dr. Lovett.

Investigators say
aircraft belonged
to Kentuckian
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP( —
Investigators are confident that
a downed airplane in North
Carolina belonged to a cocaine
smuggler from Kentucky who
died when his parachute failed,
but they still don't know if. he
was working alone.
The parachutist. identified as
Andrew Carter Thornton II, 40.
of Paris. Ky., was linked to the
downed plane by a key found on
Thornton Numbers on the key
match-those on the plane's tail,police said.
•
Thornton died with approximately 77 pounds of cocaine
tied to his waist when his main
dilute failed to open and his
reserve chute failed to slow him
sufficiently. The cocaine has
been, .valued at between $14
million and $20 million.

•

.
p

Callowayt
fly Legal Secretaries Association donated $100 to the Calloway County Humane Society. The check its presented by 1DCLSA president, I.inda Lester, to Dr. Keith Heim, humane society
president.
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PERSPECTIVE
Reform the farm program

by mike royko

Nobody safe from AT&Me
Although I haven't made as
much progress as I'd like, my
vendetta with AT&T goes on.
As I've mentioned before, I'm
plagued by phone balls from
Chicago people who want service feoff-AT&T.
That's because the phone company has a 1-800 number that is
the same as my office numbv.
So if somebody neglects to dial
1-800 first, they get me.
AT&T has suggested that I
change my number. But since I
had the !limber _arst, it would
seem fair for them to change
theirs. They could _even use the
home number of one of their executives. Let him go goofy.
Naturally, they refuse. So I
have to resort to various guerrilla tactics aimed at shaking
customel• confidence in AT&T.
For a while. I tried to give the
impression that AT&T was
demented.
When people called to complain about a defective phone —
thinking they were talking to
AT&T — I would give them
technical advice, such as throwing the faulty phone out of the
window, praying over it. or
chanting a mantra. Sometimes I
would express my sympathy for
their problem by breaking into a
fit of loud sobbing.
But-the effect of this approach
was limited because it would

have an impact only on those
people who called. What I needed was a strategy that would
have impact on large numbers
of people.
And now I have developed
such a strategy.
It began with a call from a
young man who said: "Where's
the phone center around Ford

City?"
I said: "What is your ethnic
background?"
"Whardya want to know that
for?"
•
"Please, sir,-just answer the
question. What is your ethnic
background?"
"Irish. So what?"
"Well, I'm afraid we won't be
able to help you."
"We are discontinuing all service to people of Irish ancestry."
"What? Why?"
"Look, you just don't pay your
bills. We don't know if you spend
it all on beer or what, but you
can't be trusted."
He burst into a string of appropriate swear words.
"And you are also crude," I
added. "Goodbye."
• I assume he has since told all
of his friends and relatives of the
anti-Irish bigotry he encountered, and they are as
outraged at AT&T as he is. °Or
else he has learned to dial 1-800.

Then there was the woman
who called from the Jefferson
Park neighborhood.
I asked her name, then said:
"Isn't that a Polish name?"
"Yes, it is," she said.
"Ah, then I'm very sorry. We
can't help you if you are Polish."
"What are you talking
about?"
"We don't like the Polish."
"That's the most terrible
thing I've ever heard. Why are
you saying that?"
"'Corporate policy, I guess."
"You have a corporate policy
that you don't like the Polish?
"That's right. I'll tell you
what, why don't you have your
name changed to something that
sounds American. Try Smith or
Jones."
"How dare you."
"We dare, madam, because
we are big and powerful. And
you ain't. Goodbye."
Later, there was the man of
Italian ancestry who was struck
speechless when I told him that
we were refusing service to
Italians because our technicians
didn't like working on phones
that were garlicky.
A woman of Norwegian parentage vowed to call federal
authorities after I told her that
she and all Norwegians were being cut off.

weicome lb -rue

letter to the editor
To The Editor:
The members of the Murray
Lions Club would like to thank
the citizens of Calloway County
and the students of Murray State
University for the contributions
to the Lions Candy Days Sept. 6
and 7.
Your contributions made the
16th year of Candy Days the best
year ever.
One-half of the profit is sent to
the Kentucky Eye Foundation
for eye research. The other half
remains in Calloway County.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

royko says

The farm crisis is deepen- level. It is politically impossiing.
ble for them to call for reThe Wall Street Journal re- form.
ports time is running out for
The key to reform is in the
the Federal Farm Credit Sys- hands of the urban Democrats
tem and
$74 billion loan in the House of Representaportfolio.
tives. No farm program can
A bumper harvest is pro- be passed without their supducing bigger crop surpluses, port. In the past, they have de- ,
heavier federal costs and fended farm subsidies in exlower farm prices.
change for farm-state support
Farmland prices continue for big-city social programs.
to plummet.
The country no longer cari afFarm exports suffer. The ford that kind of log-rolling
high dollar and high price sup- —aind big spending.
ports make it increasingly difThe sentimental appeal is
ficult for U.S. farmers to sell to save the family farmer. It
abroad.
rings hollow. To all intents
The Congress faces an Oct. and purposes, that battle was
1 deadline to extend or reform lost long ago. In 1930, a quarthe farm price support pro- ter of Americans lived on
gram, which is fast becoming farms. Now only 2.5 percent
more expensive than a deficit- do. And many of them are relridden government can afford. atively wealthy.
Willie Nelson, the country
Idaho has more millionaires
singer, has organized Farm per capita than any other
Aid, a live, 12-hour concert state — and they aren't all silSept. 22 at Champaign, Ill.
ver miners. Most are farmers.
It is easy for non-farm made rich by income transstates to call for radical re- fers under the federal farm
form. The government should price support program. Many
chart a course to return all will sell out and move to the
farmers to the discipline and Sunbelt to retire.
opportunity of the free marIt is nostalgia that the counket, free of government con- try singers sell, nostalgia that
trols that are inevitable in any Hollywood peddles in movies
program of taxpayer subsidy. like the Oscar-winning
That is the way President "Places in the Heart." But we
Reagan has proposed to go, by can't build a multibillion-dolstages. But he is under great lar farm aid budget on nostaland increasing pressure from gia — not without driving the
farm-state Republicans, par- country bankrupt along with
ticularly senators facing re- the farmers.
election next year, to continue
Realism calls for retrenchfarm price supports at a high ment and reform.

CLUB,

The University of Lexington
Eye Bank received 424 cornea,
donations last year. Of these, 122
were used.In Lexington.
Continuing research makes
sight available to many people
that years ago was not possible.
There are many citizens in
Calloway County that can see today due to cornea transplants.
Thanks from
Lions Club.

the

Murray

Bill Bailey
President

How to reach your elected officials
I* S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
‘Vashington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

-

HEEi

U.S. Rep. Carroll'Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

business mirror

..
All U.S. Senators and Representatives may be reached by phone by dialing (202) 224-3121 where a US. Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice.
State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
•
Rt. 2, Fancy Farm. Ky. 42039
State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
P.O. Box 85
Wingo, Ky. 42088
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State Rep. Freed Curd
St. Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky.
or
1607 Sycamore
Murray. Ky. 42071
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NEW YORK IAPI — When
they _make decisions to buy or
sell stocks, many investors find
that their own human nature is
their worst enemy.
To overcome natural tendencies, says Henry Gailliot. a
system of discipline can be a
great help. It doesn't matter.so
much what that precise system
is, he adds, so long as it iistrictly followed.
As head of the investment
policy team at Federated
Research Corp., a Pittsburghbased firm that manages
billions of dollars in stock and
bond portfolios, Gailliot has
tools and systems at his disposal
that few individual investors can
employ.
Federated computers screen
1,000 stocks regularly in five dif-

ferent ways searching out
"values" that are not reflected
in current stock prices. But
Gailliot says small investors can
follow some of the rules by
which he operajes.
When you buy a stock, he said
in an interview, you should have
clear idea of why you think it
represents a good value. In fact,
he said, "You ought to write it
down."
If. say. six months later, the
reason for the investment is no
longer valid, he says. "sell-it.
Don't rationalize, looking for
some other reason why you
should hold onto it."
On the other hand, if the
reasoning that wentinto the purchase still rings true, he says,
the stock should not be sold.
even if it has gone nowhere since
it was bought. No matter how
convinced you are of the hidden
value in a stock, he observes, it
'944 The eacNs.gflt Syncheste
is impossible to know when investors generally might
discover It and bid the stock's
price up.
Lots of investors, both individuals and professional
money managers, have a stated
system of discipline, Gailliot
declares. But many do not stick
with them, he says, when the
temptation of hot tips or
takeover rumors, or the tug of
their own emotions gets too
strong.
"What is easiest and most
--comfortable-Todo get
1T37OTS-you away from following your
discipline," he says.
Sooner or later, he adds, any
systematic approach to investing, no matter how sensible
01.
111.jr,
filiffil
and well-conceived, will be
.th III/# ill II
I
ifI lf fi I
Ill' I id I 10
severely tested by a period in
le in
toss all
es %/t t /MU
Which it does not seem to be
working: "There is no such
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by chet currier
thing as a system that works out
all the time."
Still another human problem
with an organized system is that
it trammels the hunches, the
sudden impulses, the sense of
adventure that provide so much
of the excitement that goes with
stock-market investing.
On many occasions, it may
dictate that you sit tight with
your capital in short-term
interest-bearing investments
like Treasury bills or a moneymarket mutual fund, while
others are enjoying the thrill of
the chase in the stock market.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
What person is nameless, has
an unlisted phone number but
"exists in the mind of every child
who has ever tried to get his own
way and used her as a last
resort?"
According to Erma Bombeck,
author of Motherhood, The Second Oldest Profession (Dell,
19831, this person is "Everyone
Else's Mother."
This person is the one who
would let you do pretty much
whatever you want — if she were
your mother. But does she really
exist? Here is Bombeck's
answer:
Oh. yes. Virginia, she realIN does. She lives in the
hearts
children - of
everywhere who have to
believe that somewhere
there is an adult on their
side.
Someone
who
remembers the frustration
of needing to belong to a
peer group at some time of
your life to do the forbidden,..just because It's there.

"You Norwegians are just so
dull," I said, "that we don't
believe you have anything worthwhile to talk about on a phone
anyway."
And I've managed to alienate,
on AT&T behalf, many blacks. A
conversation with one black
man went something like this:
"Tell me, are you of the black
persuasion?"
"Yeah, what about it?"
"We are discontinuing service
to all blacks."
"Say what?"
"Yes. You people use all that
jivey language and,frankly, you
laugh too much. And that causes
a confusion in electronic equipment. Our equipment is designed to handle traditional
American speech, not all that
jive talk."
•
"I chin't believe this."
"Well, that's the way it is. If I
might offer a suggestion, you try
to become a white suburbanite.
G'bye."
I don't know how much AT&T
spends. on public relations. I'm
sure it's a considerable sum. But
in the face of my campaign, it's
going to be a big waste.
So, wise up AT&T, and get a
new number. Why: I haven't
even gotten around to the
Hispanics, the Chinese, the
Lithuanians, the ...

looking back
Ten years ago
David Wells, the new director
of Murray State University.
Thoroughbred Marching-Band is
pictured as he makes a point
while talking to section leaders
during a practice at. Stewart
Stadium.
LaVerne C. Ryan, assistant..
professor in College of Business
and Public Affairs, Murray
State University. has received
her Doctor of Education degree
in business teaching from
spniversity of Northern Colorado, Greeley.
Pvt. Leonard J. Schinder Jr..
son of Mr. and Mrs. L.J.
Schinder of Muray. now is serving with Army. He will leave
Sept. 22 for a tour of duty in
germany.
Mrs. A.O. Woods presented a
floral arrangement demonstration on Sept..4 at a meeting of
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Dr. James Mahoney of
Nacogdoches, 'Texas, will be
evangelist at a revival at
Memorial Baptist Church. Sept.
14-18.
Twenty years ago
Nineteen persons from
Calloway County were treated
at West Kentucky Center for
Handicapped Children from
Sept. 1, 1964 to Aug. 31, 1965.
The tobacco band of Carl
Arteberry near Faxon burned
Sept. 11. Also lost were about
1,000 sticks of tobacco.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. J. Raymond
Jones, Sept.' 6.Michael White,' a member of
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club,
showned Grand Champion
Jersey Female in 4-H Dairy
Show at Kentucky State Fair.
Pvt. Roland P. Burkeen, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Obid D
Burkeen. Rt. 1. Almo, is serving
with Army at Fort Sill. Okla.
Thirty years ago
Fire damaged the Lucas Shoe
Shop on North Fifth Street this
morning. Smoke and water
damage was also reported to
Jackson Radio Repair Shop and
Jones Cleaners, according to
Deputy Fire Marshall W.O.
Spencer.
Kirksey 4-H Club won first on
having most entries, first for
receiving most ribbons and first
in sewing with cotton bags in 4-H
Clothing Department of Kentucky State Fair.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Thomas.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Brittian, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Turner and-a girl. to Mr. and
Mrs,_ Paul Latham.
Miss Barbara Howe, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. El— Howe Sr. of
Murray, is a student nurse at
Baptist Memorial .Hospital.
Memphis. Tenn.
•
Cynthia Greenfield was
honored at a party on her
seventh birthday on Sept. 4.
A pie supper, will be held on
Sept. 16 at Faxon School.

•••

•
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Corning COIlliflUflit%' CI'CllIS
Friday, Sept. 13
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7;30
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink-.
7 -_
Games will be at 8
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
---- '
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
MAkfield. •
---Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will have a chili
suppe at 7 p.m. at
Jaycee Building, Lone

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

Friday, Sept. 13
Oak Road, .Paducah.
For information call
489-2543 or 1-674-5886.
---Saturday,S4pt. 14
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of
American Revolution
will meei'at 1:30 p.m. at
home of Mrs. Eugene
Berrill.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Cheese Making at
2 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Puttin' Up Food at 2
p . m . a .t T h e
Homeplace- 1850 ;
Discovery Drive at 2
p.m. and Night Visual at
8 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; West
Kentucky Amateur
Astronomers at 8 p.m.

Saturday. Sept. 14
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---Photographs by Robb
Nash, Murray State
University gradte
student in art. witMe on
display today through
Sept. 25 at Carla M.
Eagle Gallery, _ Fine
Ails Center. MSU.
---MSU Dance Theatre
will hold auditions for
its 1985 Company at 10
a.m. in dance studio
located backstage of
Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. For information call
762-4635.
---Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
pin. at home of Chris

(BARGAIN MATINEES)
Sat. & Sun. All Seats'2'

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

MURRAY THEATRES
Cheri • Clete • 24 HR.TEL. 753-3314

VOLUNTEERS

MICHAEL J. FOX

TOM HANKS and
JOHN CANDY E
(1:30, 3:25) 7:10, 9:10

CINE 1 & 2

GHOSTBUSTERS
LET'S GET SLIMED
ONE MORE TIME.
• THEY'RE BACK! Cl
(1:30, 3:25) 7:00, 9:00

Go

Atilf/fif-A
N
VIDEO MOVIE & VCR RENTAL
Cheri Theatre Lobby
- LATEST ARRIVALS
MISCHIEF•SLUGGER'S1NIFE
Mon. thru Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m..10 p.m.

(1:30, 3:15 7:15, 9i05

CHERI 3
STING
JENNIFER BEALS

THE
131; 131

(1:30, 3:35) 7:10, 9:25
tilEk:SOON
Bi

*NN\
Plinnir
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

(1:30, 3:35) 7:05, 9:15

Saturday,Sept. 14
Kerlick.
---Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will have
annual family picnic at
6 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park.
Thi§ is for all members,
families and wido*s of
deceased members of
the lodge.
---Dance featuring
Twice As Nice Band will
be from 8 p.m. to midnight at Murray Moose
Lodge.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Pastor/Youth Retreat
of Memorial Baptist
Church will be at
Jonathan Creek with
group to leave church
parking lot at 9 a.m.
---Sunday,Sept. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Hal
Smith will be honored at
reception in celebration
of 50th wedding anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
---Persons may pick up
1984-85 Laker annuals
from 2 to 4 p.m. in front
lobby of Calloway County High School.
---AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legign
Buildtpg,_ South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-j0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
---Paris District United
Methodist Women will
observe Annual Day at
2:30 p.m. at Mt. Vernon
UM Church near
Sharon, Tenn.

Couple plans wedding on Oct. 19
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard
J. Brault of State College. Pa.. announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter.
Suzanne, to Stephen
Dannenmueller, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William
Dannenmueller of
Paducah.
Miss Brault is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Beatrice Pepin of
Chicopee. Md., and the
late Arthur Pepin and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Philias Brault.
The bride-elect is a
1978 graduate of State
College High School and
a 1982 graduate of Penn
State University. She is
employed as a teacher
for the hearing impaired by the Paducah
City School System.
Mr. Dannemnueller is
the grandson of Mrs.
Mary Bevill of Paducah
and the late Carl Bevill
and of Mrs. Marie Dannenumueller of Cape
Girardeau, Mo., and the
late George
DannenMueller.
The groom-elect is a
1977 graduate of St.
Mary High School and a
1982 graduate of Murray
State University. He is
employed as a pharmaceutical sales
representative for
Syntex Laboratories in
the Murray area.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
Saturday, Oct. 19, in
State College, Pa.

Suzanne Brault and
Stephen Daly-lefillltleller

DATEBOOK
Meeting on Monday

The Community Action meeting of West Kentucky Allied Services will be held Monday. Sept.
16. at 7 p.m. at Douglas Community Center on
North L.P. Miller Street, Murray. All interested
persons are invited .and urged to attend, a
A reception to meet spokesman said.
and greet the Rev.
Diabetes
Stanley C. Tillman and
the Rev. Jack Coakley,
The Purchase District Diabetes Team and the
pastors, will be at 12:15 Fulton County Health Center will sponsor monthly Diabetes Awareness Sessions. Each month a
(Cont'd on page 7) different
topic will be presented by Cheryl
Metheny, M.S. and Debbie Moore. R.N.,
Diabetes Educators for the Purchase District
Health Department. "Insulin and Nutrition" will
be presented on Wednesday. Sept. 18. at Fulton
County Health Center. The 9:30 a.m, session will
deal with various types of insulin and general
nutrition requirements for people taking insulin.
The 1 p.m. session will deal with various oral
diabetes medications and general nutrition requitements for people taking these will be
presented. These are free and open to the public.
For information eall the Fulton County Health
Center. 1-236-2825.

class planned-

,

CARE AND CONCERN
Small Town Life. Big
City Health Care.
Small town life is.slower_You seem to have
more time to enjoy. More time to think. Less
to distract you. A pace you are comfortable
with.
But even a small town needs rapid
delivery of health care. The discoveries and
developments of modern medicine save lives
when readily available nearby:
We have changed our name to Henry
County Medical Center as a signal to
residents of Henry and surrounding counties
that they can rest assured. Big city kind of.
health care is nearby.

Due To Popular Requests

The Colonial House
Smorgasbord
On 641 North, Murray
Will Now Feature A

PRIME RIB BUFFET
in addition to our regular buffet
on FRI. & SAT. EVENINGS

Regular Buffet S535
Prime Rib Buffet s7"
•Senior Citizen Discounts
Tues Sat

SHELTER INSURANCE
Our health insurance policy
provides the following benefits.
Does yours?

Lodge plans picnic
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons willhave its annual picnie on Saturday.
Sept. 14, at 6 p.m. at new Murray-Calloway County Park. All members' and their families and
widows of deceased members of Temple Hill
Lodge are urged to attend.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center
for the handicapped ) Center at 702 Main Street,
Murray, is collecting alumninum caus.pas 'tan
ongoing work project. Persons having cans to
donate may take them to the center from S a.m.
to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday, or call
759-1965 for pickup.

Musical program planned
at Monday Theta meeting
A musical program
will be presented at a
---niketing of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club to be
held Monday, Sept. 16,
at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Eddie Outland and
Oneida White will be the
special entertainers for
the program. Mrs.
Outland plays the violin
and Mrs. White plays
the piano.
This program has
been planned by the
Program Committee of
the department composed of Martha Guier, Anna Mae Thurman, Lucy
Ann Forrest and
Pauline Parker.
Hostesses will be Mrs.
Thurman and Betty
Beaman, secretary of
the department.
Names for new
members will be tabled.
The annual dues will be
taken by Naomi Rogers.
treasurer. Jo Burkeen is
department chairman.

Committee members
include the following:
Civic - Jan Hough,
Mary Lawson and June
Crider;
Projects - Thelma
Warford and Opal
Howard;
Finance - Gayle
McGregor, Do'rothy
Byrn and Alexa Starks;
Contest - Wilma
Beatty;
Legislative and
publicity - Martha
Enix;
Parliamentarian Maxine Scott;
Sunshine - Bess
Kerlick;
Telephone Margaret Civitt,
Florene Shoemaker,
Louise Miller, Oneida
Boyd and Anita
Mansfield.
The department
recently made donations to Need Line,
Humane Society.
Spouse Abuse, Meals on
Wheels. W.A.T.C.H..
and Friends of Library.

• $100 deductible per person per year
• We pay BO% of next $2,000 expenses and 100% of
remaining expenses up to maximum benefits of
$1 000 000
• Doctor visls and prescription drugs included

OPENING
•

• •!..•

• di.

•
.•••

•

• Covers your hospital room up to

+vete rate

It
• Cove's your operation and expenses up to $1000 doo
• All diseases exCePf pre-existing ones included
• Can be wiitten on adults ages 19-64 and dependent
children under age 19
• Higher deductibles and tower benefit amounts than those
showrshe'e may be written

Traditional Cate And The Latest Technology

• SHOWTIME •
••••••••••••••••

MOVIES
Rental & Sales

Shelter's Comprehensive
Hospital-Surgical-Medical Insurance Policy.

AT SHELTER,
IT'S A MATTER OF PERSONAL PRI

• HC HENW COUNTY
MC MEDICAL CENTER
PO BOX 1030
PARIS. TENNESSEE 38242

-

•••••••••••••••

100B 6th St.

NOW,
silti

759-9953
759-1033

Friday, Sept. 13
Dixieland
Shopping Center

T1R till INSURANCt COWAN'?
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fashion investment you can
make. We've invented new ways
to volumize, color, cut and style
the hair in creating The Uptown

k9. ainey'
2
)av
13y RAIE
Hair is a topic you may
discuss for hours on end. The
National hairdressers sent me
this hair up-date.
HairAmerica, the fashion arm
of the National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association,
premiered its hairfashion trend
for the Fall/Winter '85 season at
its Hair USA Convention in
Chicago. July 20.
Called "The Uptowil Collection," the new styles reflect the
return to .elegance and
sophistication so evident in this
season's fashion collections.
The four major looks for The
Uptown Collection are:

THE TOWN & COUNTRY hair style from National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association is shown.

School menus are releaSed
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in county
and city schools for the
week of Sept. 16 to 20
have been released by
Joanna Adams, food
service director of
Calloway County
Schools, and Judy Hina,
food service coordinator
of Murray City Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional
change because of the
availability of food and
other special occasions.
Menus are as follows:
————
CALLOWAY COUNTY
————
Calloway High
Monday — chicken
fried steak with gravy
and rolls, corn dog;
Tuesday — burritoes
with chili and mexican
bread. fish sandwich;
Wednesday — barbecue
chicken, hero meatball
sandwich; Thursday —
spaghetti/meat sauce,
hot ham and cheese;
Friday. — cold plate
with baked ham and
cheese, sloppy joe sandwich. -Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
salad bar, and a variety
Of fruits, vegetables,
desserts and drinks are
available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — chicken
nuggets, barbecue sandwich; Tuesday — tuna
stuffed tomato, foot long
chili dog; Wednesday —
fried chicken,
nachob*ger; Thursday
— pizzaghetti, submarine sandwich; Friday — taco salad, hero
meatball sandwich. Pizza, salad bar, and a
variety of vegetables,
fruits, desserts and
drinks are available
daily.
East. North
and Southwest
Monday — steak nuggets and rolls, submarine: Tuesday —
taco salad, grilled
cheese; Wednesday —
pizza, barbecue sandwich; Thursday —
crispy fish with nacho
chips and cheese; Fri-

day — barbecue chicken
and rolls, corn dog. A
variety of fruits,
vegetables, salads,
desserts and-drinks are
available daily.
————
MURRAY CITY
Murray High
Monday — barbecue
pork. chuckwagon;
Tuesday — sloppy joe,
hot dog; Wednesday —
pizzaghetti, grilled
cheese; - Thursday =
fish sandwich, corn dog;
Friday — burritoes.
meatloaf. Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
cheff salad, potato bar,
choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
fruit drink are available
.daily.
Murray.Middle
Monday —
chuckwagon, ham bur r; Tuesday —
tact, hot ham and
cheek; Wednesday —
spaghetti w/rolls, hamburger; Thursday —
barbecue and gravy
with rolls, hot ham and
cheese; Friday — fish
sandwich, hamburger.
Pizza, salad bar, french
fries, choice of fruits
and vegetables, milk
and fruit drink are
available daily.
Carter and
Robertson
Monday — bacon and
cheese sandwich, hot
dog, scalloped potatoes,
green beans, mixed
fruit; Tuesday
pi a,
chicken nu
t s.
cauliflower, whole kernal corn, gelatin
w/fruit, applesauce,
cookie; Wednesday !—
meatloaf w/roll, corn
dog, creamed potatoes,
green peas, sliced
peaches, juice; Thursday — hamburger, grilled cheese, potato
wedge, broccoli, peanut
butter/banana salad,
fruit; Friday — sack
lunch — ham and cheese
sanwich, peanut butter
sandwich, chips,
relishes, raisins, ice
cream, juice. Milk is
served daily.

▪ The Sass. Short, sassy,
easy, chic. The forward motion
of the hair depends on a great
cut. The Sass can be brushed
back, revealing spiky, flirty
underbangs.
• The Sophisticate. Mid-

_

Hairdressers and

Newborn admissions, dismissals
listed on Thursday by local hospital

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say. read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 14, 1985

..

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Your social schedule is very busy
now. Loyalties are strong and count
for much. The accent is on enduring
friendships.
SAGITrARRJS
(Nov.22 to Dec'. 21)
'though you may be working from
behind the scenes, career interests
are positively accented. Get prepared
for your next step.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You're mentally stimulated and
may take up a new interest. Travelers.
meet with some changes, but everything works out OK.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Financial involvements with
friends aren't especially favored, but
otherwise, the way is clear for
important monetary decisions.
PISCES
Mew
.4a1.4
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Heart-to-heart talks are favored
today. Accent teamwork and this
should be a very pleasant time for
both of you.
YOU BORN TODAY are a free
thinker who doesn't like to- be tied
down by convention. You dislike
routine work and have a strong sense
of adventure. You'd make a good
spokesperson for a cause. Though
highly original, at times you can be
expedient to your own detriment.
What you should take a chance on is
your own potential! You may be
attracted to sales, theater and brokerage

A

60%-70% OFF LOOSE DIAMONDS

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Sept. 12, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
.Baby Boy Bonds,
parents, Michael and
Patricia, 1112 Cook St.,
Paris, Tenn,,;
Baby Girl Schrdader,
parents, Kenneth and
Sandra, Box 3, Dexter.
Dismissals
Mrs Martha Belcher,

208 South Ninth St..
Murray; Mrs. Mary
Snyder and baby girl,
Rt. 3, Box 371C, Cadiz;
James Cole, Rt. 1. New
Concord;
Mrs. Hilda Dulaney,
1606 Farmer Ave.. Murray; Richard Eldridge,
1907 Greenbrier._ Murray; Mrs. Margaret
Williams and baby boy, •
1115 Bridgette St..
Paris, Tenn.:
Terry Calkins, 1617
College Farm Rd.. Mur-

ray; Mrs. Mary Coklow.
401 North Cherry St.,
Murray: Michael
Jackson, Rt. 3. Murray:
Max Beale, 210 South
12th St.. Murray: Alvin
Ellis. Fox Meadows.
Murray; Mrs. Rucy
Smith. Box 235.
Puryear. Tenn.:
Mrs. Helen Moore, Rt.
1. Alm(); James Piper.
529 Mayfield Rd., Clinton
J.D. Robinson.
Riviera Trailer Courts.
Murray

•
•
I Fire Damage Sale I
al" 81111•MINIM11181=11•.....•......•........

II
•
I
•
•
•

First Quality
500 Suits
500 Sport Coats

I

•
•
•
••
•
:
•

Clark Clothing is now in Murray - II
our warehouse in Paducah was ;
•
destroyed by fire.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
All New Suits
•
•
•
and
Sport
Coats
are
•
•
•
in our Murray store.
•
•
•
• 3 Piece
•
•
I
•

$69.95
Sport Coats $39.90!
Suits

By John Peel and Caravelle
Ntoo too ran
thamooti• hA, ii..rovirrs do-koomoolo Al from
thr inopeetrr Mtn MO.
sooport our °on dumoode. or an obitto yam op latr ounitlinarn and pro on tin *stars.. to 'um

Ilarat %t.
.93 naiad
.73
,war1.03 martial.
.67 emerald
.71
1.52 pear
.75 heart

Rea.
8.3167
3250
45151
28541
31541
5700
3500

Sale
1900
1650
1950
1550
1750
2850
BOO

too Lazio .41"
,Itomool
don Noll %Oh
11to1
uoo of lAnnataful *clime .n on I to hoot. Iron, litos•...-LIcIsn•
arts. writ..., rarroor. atol soon. firer o•stoopte of•...moltof tot, too dawn...al pnn-•

Sa%
1267
161N1
2550 4012.11tits.
1300
1111N1
28511
llon.-Fri.
2000
10-5

Cashmere and Camel Hair

Sport Coats

Ø

\

1i,,-.///

Reg $160

1)0‘
,11110‘4 111

Thio‘e Litglish

Suburban Club will meet
Rosanna Miller will
ppen her home on
Sycamore Street for a
meeting of Suburban
Homemakers Club to be
held Monday, Sept. 16.
at 7 p.m.
All members and irn
terested persons are invited to attend.
The club recently had
a dinner meeting at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Members later went to
the home of Rachel Hendon for dessert.

Collection. Our objective is
single-minded: to give the salon
client a beautiful, fashionable,
rich look."

length hair is easy, versatile,
always sophisticated. Styled for
a professional statement during
the week, casual and chic for
play time and all out glamour
for evening.
The Town & Country. Convertible looks, from pretty girl
curls to elegant upsweep, give
long hair fashion options.
'Says Candi Ekstrom, Ladies'
Section Director of
HairAmerica, "The versatility_
of The Uptown looks lets you go
from tousled and carefree to
businesslike chic to eleganr glamour. Your hair is your most
important fashion- accessory.
Choose one of the Uptown styles
and your new look will make
your good four-year-old suit look
brand new!"
Dwight Miller, member of
HairAmerica's Uptown Design
THE SASS hair style from National
Team, adds: "Fabulous,
Cosmetologists Association is shown.
fashionable hair is the best

Fraaces Drake

rof
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Your Individual
Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
_ .Though the unexpected interferes
with some of your plans, you'll still
accomplish what you set out to do.
Don't resist change. ,
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Both creativity and romance are
accented. Make a point to get more
fun out of life. Allow more time for
leisure events.
GEMINI
(May 21 tto June 20)
A partner's actions throw you off
course for a while today, but otherwise it's smooth sailing in domestic
enterprises.
CANCER
fJune 21 to July 22)
041€
You needn't be so nervous. Express
what you think and feel and there
won't be any repercussions that you
can't deal with.
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22)
Unexpected expenses arise in connection with pleasure,though overall
it is still a good money day for you.
Shopping is a plus.
VIRGO
sitt
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
You'll need tact with a family
member on this day when you're
articulate but perhaps critical. Mental
work is highly favored.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Once you calm yourself down,
you'll get much accomplished. Quiet
pursuits are favored now. Catch up
on rest and relaxation.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1985

*Students, Senior Citizens
and Businessmen—
You'll want 3 or 4
of these.
Special Rack of
Curlee and
Campus Slacks

Another recent
meeting of the club was
at the home of Pat
Rogers. Joe Farley read
a newsletter about the
Kentucky flag.
Sue Dunn, president,
presided and presented
a lesson on "Grooming
Products."
Other members present were Anna Bell
Russell, Lillian Dunn,
Wilma Wilson and
Rosanna Miller. A guest
was Betty Wilson.

$7.95
Ties $3.95
Men's and Ladies'

Leather Jackets
Reg. to ,S225
N „%%

$89.95

Open:
Mon.-Sat., 9-6
Sunday, 1-5

'FLEA MARKET%.
Once A Month-2nd Weekend
Sept. 14-15 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
at the

Henry County Fairgrounds

1

Paris, Tennessee

For Set-ups call
(901)782-3396 after 5 p.m.

•
•

Clark
Clothing
121 By-Pass

753-3557
•
=MM.
ion•
•

family and friends.
Flea markots aro fun!!

Frog admission — Bring your

• ..,‘" •
- •

;
0.

II
•

(Next to Showcase)
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•
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Devotional Page Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory Is Sponsored By The Firms Listed
On This Page

-

contemporar religious thought
"lion't Decline The
Tow-1n" with scripture
from Hebrews 2:1-18
October 26, 1859. is a
sad date in maritime
history. A ship, the
Royal Charter was in

great trouble, her
engines were broken
down and she faced a
storm. A nearby troop
offered to tow the Royal
Charter into port. The
captain considered the

God Is Love
HOLLAND DRUGS

terms and replied, "I
cannot accept your
price. I choose to make
it on my own."
Within 24 hours the
ship .had gone down to
the bottom of the sea,
and 490 lives were lost.
How tragic. ,we say!
Yes, it was tragic. And
how tragic it Is. now,in
our modern world, that
many persons feel that
they have outgrown
their need of God,
through the Lord Jesus

Eastside Court Square - Downtown Murray
15. Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

s tot
tle nt
. v •r9hip
e 111pm
MI RN:AY 1141 BCH
9 45 a m
15 45• m
6 00a m
6 30 m

m

„

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

• •••••!-rth [IF -;

•

201 S. 3rd.

F
tt, ss
▪
NIsstrtts, th r.r sp
11'
• t\
A-H;I

METHODIST

•Pitta•Posta•Sondwiches
12th & Chestnut. 759-4646

1

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES 84, SERVICE
7-'0",e•

ns r,

753-2411

k,PIZZA HUT-Al&O‘Nnect & Operated bx
Max & Marie Keel

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-2706 4.1

Byron s SafeDiscount Pharmacy.
1-.%•.r!,(1a 1.4)str.t Prescription Price.
tt ron F orhu•. l'harmari.t
t•lendair t Ahitnell.
Hist John to 753-1175

JCPenney
NRP4

Open All Year*

Vegetables

-Barn

BAPTIST
411.1.7
A •r9).i
A-trtrip
1-1ERE-11
iro•

hi --

‘,4

• .P. ICE BAPTIST
--r-otsv mi-hoo
10 45 a rn
▪ offoirg Kool
,
fI
/111 p m
• oama Eve

4

HAZEI BARTIST

L

,A1
1
11,14=.
THE SAVING PLACE-

753-8971

-•

141

KIRISSE . • '.'a Nonstop
7 • h".! e ..tr*t^ t
7.4.1414E1TE1: 51 BO - •
.

r-.

a.

/

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment,
1105 Pogue 153-1489
Blocks East
1
of S 12th

UNIROYAL

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
ROY MCKENDREE
PHARMACIST
OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 2380

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

t • 'Led Tear he,
•t_..,stom Orders
•

Hours Toes & Thurs 9 30o m to 4 p m
& 6 30 p.m. tO 10 p.m
Wed IL Fr.. 1 p.m to 4 p m

LJ.es

-t,,110 , 1t1 FI
H.,1-1
stuncles. NINO*
Morning A•••.7
.1•rrlong
Aednesd,
ELM .;Ftstt,

APTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Wershap
6 45 p in
EM'. ANI EL Ws9I! AP.I
VI:offing Woof,':0
oic A
F•ver.ng 0t••rs74.
F 41TH Bt.!,
Morning tAilr,s(..
1:
A Eyensr.g IsItursn.p
e illl
FIRST HIETIsT
Sunda,
9 II` J rr
.o 4r. m & 7 os p 9,
Chief 7 Tra:ning
op4,
F1.1%T 1444.1151
Aorsrip
7 00 rn
.6-skng A r•
6 45 p

rlo.
L
•;

•••• rr
7
p
PRIMITIVE
• 2 00 p m
••••.;nrlay
2 00 p
MEMOP.:IL BAPTIST
41 Norship
10 Mad,
•A
6 toil p m
Nts tt NT HORF:13
; , v :LI. BAPTIST
•
1,5 am
11 00 am.
NEW MT CAFtME1.
MISSIONARY
•
Nstrship
11 Slam
Fs
FIE
strstsp
400pm
NOP.THSIDE
It
Norship
It 00d01
F
Worship
7 9. p m
v;40. pRovIliENCE
muridav S.11001
10 It a rr.
Prea.t•ng ses-7
11 It an,
• • ,NE.

TAYLOR SEED CO.
753-5742

WATERBEDS
'

L.
PATE

444-9003 75974522
• NEONOOM SUITES
• LAY ANAte A FINANCING ,
• LARGE SHOWOOOWS
• LINENS AND ACCESSOStif 71
• SiRVICIE MIT
• WE WOVE SIDS

9 45 am
1100am

VI('TORY BAPTIST
Sunday Si boil
Iii 00 a ni
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
aopm
Writhe:Azov Evening
7 00 p m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Nednesday Evening

11 00 a m
600pm
700pm

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHUR(1-1
Sunday School
10 00am
Morning Worship
10 50a m
E•ening Worship
600pm
Wed Evening Ser
I0Opm

•••1- '• I,- \11-11•Ay All'.
o.

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45a 10
Evening Worship
6 al pm
SEVENTH & POPLAR I
Worship Syr,it r
341a m
Bible Study
0-45 a or
Warship Service
10 40a in
E:vening Worship
6 00 pm
Wed Bible Study
7 30 p m
Winter
00 p m Summer
UNIONF.ROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

Lamb Plumbing &
Mech. Contr. Inc.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168
Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres

UNIVERSITY
First Worship
It 30 a m
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Second Worship
00.50 a m
Evening Worship
0 00 p.m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 am
Kvehing-Wership
6 4Spm
WIL.1.1AMS CHAPEL
Bible Stud)
10 00a m
Morning Worship
ii Cam
Wed
Bib!.' Stud
7 00 pm

Chevron

"Your Only Full Service

Chevron.Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
1417 Main
753-2593

PENTECOSTAL
v

&El.

Sunda) Schoot
10 00 a m
Worship serviCe
11 00 a m
Evenmg Worship
/-00p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 00 a or
Morning Worship
11 Cam
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
Wed Service
7 30 p m
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
lifItESTI • Almo Heights
Sunda) School
10 00 a m
Worship Service II 00a m & 7 OD p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2105 Coldwater Rd
Sun Ser
10-11 am 7 00 pm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School'
. •
PA-60-a-en
Morning Worship
11•005 In
Sunday Evening
7 OD p m
Wed Night
7 00 p m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday EL ening
7 Opp m
Sunday Morning
01 30 a m
Sunday Evening
700 p rn
TRINITY CHRTSTLAN
('ENTE II
14th at Calloway
Church Schoot
IS 01) a rr
ortnif
11 OD a ro
6 30 p m
Sunday Evening
Trinity Mission
Sunday School
10 00 a ns
Morning Worship
11 4440 m
Sunda) Evening
7 00 p in
tNITEII PENTECOSTAl.
Clit'ItCH NEW CONC31131)
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Worship Serv
11 00-7 30 p m
Wed Service
7 30 p m
LAKE LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10.00 a.m
6:00 pm

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Fanner 4 1,e & 17t1' St , Morro
Sunda)
11 Can,
Sunday School
11 00a m:
2nd Wed
FIR 2rol Ned
12 04-3
7 I6
Mp
P

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPQ.
Holy Eucharist
o 00 a m
Christian Education
9 15 a no
Hol Eucharist
10 30 a m

F

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

408 N.
4th

7536779
Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass
Auto Paint Material

-

512 S. 12th

1

USA INC.
Rev +Dog

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
- • Alp coNDITIONING• SHEET METAL
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

802 Chestnut

753-8181

Breakfast Served
a.m.

6 a.m.-10

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSP-

Try Our New Potato Bar
Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

759-9555

Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF I-ATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Sunday School
11 Cam
Sat-rot/tent Meet
1! Irt is

Lynn Grove, Ky
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

Storey's
Food Giant
eel Air Shopping Corder

PARKER
FORD, INC.
701 MAIN
753-5273

411E11
I IIRISI

Dodge
Pfymouth

MURRAY DATSUN
CHRYSLER-DODGE
604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

Frame Work
Established 1945
900 Sycamore
753-5142
Auto Body &

-t

MGM IITOCKADE*
Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Salim
Featuring Doily lunctS& Dinner Specials
•
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-0440

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE
Bibles, Books, Cirds,
1 Gifts Children's Books, etc

tviU1111AY
• 753-2654

641 North

Hwy. 94 East

753 1834

641 Super Shell

AEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Coanseling Service

Wall & Floor Covering
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Buck's Body Shop

AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLYPMIC PLAZA •MURRAY• 753-7733
--

Jack Marshall Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore et 12th
Call in Orders 7S3• 7101

RANDY THORNTON

N. 12th St.
Attenel Church
Regularly

Now Serving
12th Street

THOROBRED
COMPUTER

Belcher Oil Co.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753'501'2

753-4563

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. 8. Sat.
6 a.m.-Midnight

go•

•

•

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

Compliments Of

oodCraft.
FE

401 Olive. 753-5312

• 45 a nt
10 00 a m

•

Cc•

Murray Electric System

Compliments of
BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
'Complete Milling facilities'
Industrial ltd.••••753-5378

WAI:MART

M

COMPLIMENTS OF'

gior1.1

11. 1' 11'

SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a In
6 45 p m
K.erring Worship

111.1111010.

.___________________

...11PPAr :,
0f S'I`siS, 0IS SS

ADVENTISTS
[

Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
Co. 435-4415

PADUCAH LOCATION CALL
*.istS
,
60 * PatOuC•0-•

Of The Famous
50 Item Salad Bar
753-3822

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

DEALERS ONLY • TNUISDAY 6:30 P.M.
7S3-11300

LYNN GROVE ROAD

Morning Worship
Sunday School

753 2540

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

•••

SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
7 15 p en
SCOITTS GROVE
Worship Service
•
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6110 pm.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Norship
11 Cam
Eyening Worship
7 30 p m
SPRINC CREEK
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
Training Union
6 00 p m
ST JOHN

•

1,

fi

ship

POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
30 pm

-.7

41, 5'

H147'KOFtY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
••
Sunday School
10 00 a m
gorrupg Worship
11 99 P.m
Evening &ornhlp
6 DO p m
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Fiverung Worship
pm
I s;unday-a_biednealays
MT OLIVE
CHURCH CIF CHRIST
Sunday Si hoot
1000am
Morrsng Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
6414) pm
CONCORIt
NEVI
Morning Pen-ice
10 50 a 111
E•er.ing Worship
A 00 pm
NF:I5 PROVIDENCE
Morning Norship - •
11 Cans
E:Yening Worship
6 1111 p m
PLEASA-NT VALLEY
Morning Vtorship
10 45 M
Evening Worship
6 Ou p m

.1,111 11

7- •;14o1

•

Agitates...

• F

o

10 Cam
lisble St
Morning Worship
11 00am
Evening Korship
6 00 pm
COLD% ATF:13
Morning Worship
It) 50 a m
El ening Worship
6. 00 p m
DEXTF:R
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
El ening Worship
6 00 p m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 Cam
Morning Norship
.11 00 a m
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Service
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
00 p m
Bed Worship
7 30 p no
4471'1 f•iii'ltiSt
IF CliRIST
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
• 10 50a m
Evening Worship.
6 00 pm
Mid Week Worship
7 00 p m

OWENS CHAPEL
Mt.riung Worithip
11 00a-rn
Evening Worship
6 30 pm

.•

•

MOM OF CHRIST

it-AK 111(41% E

T

Home

S NITNESS
10 304 m
S Siam

IMMANUEL Lt'
Sunday School I,
Bible Class
Worship

LUTHERAN

O.

•

•• •

&AV

JEFlo
Natchtoser
Bibte 1,, ture

Sat 9 15 a m
Sal 11 OU• m

'.4.
I YNN
945 at,!
• rst-sit. Servo, e
Kt 45 atm
ch .rt6 S, tool
MARTIN .; CHAPEL UNITED
0.010 01
Sr,0
10 :910 71
•
0100
os I CHAPEL I NITF:li
a

• • m

South 12th Strome
SOuthaId* Cooler

5 00 p m
0 00 a m

ST LEO S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
sundav Masses
6 00 pm Sa1
it 00a m. Sunday
11 00 d 01 Sunday

E 1
9 155 m.
l'hurch School
10.00 a m
Worship
; IFIERTY 41 MBERLAND
mird.sy School
10 00 a m
5 -s-ip Sen.
II
rt:
1140 NT II FASANT
M•rr.ng Vistrctip
SPa
n
m
Everina lAorship
7 ov pm
NORT13 PLF:AS ANT GROVE:
•.11,11,5, tl.ivt
45 a in
11 liars.
• ,$); tato%
01 00 el rn
.1
-:.77 141cTn 67 141 pm

4-4E11I4.1, I NITEli
M:srrirg Norshm
fl
Sunda?. Ss hot..
1, 0
21141 61 4th Sur Nseit.
1441 11141 I liA1°41 I V.TEI
Sunday si
111 00,
14'iIaI'l
Morning orship
1: ito • 7
II 10 0 m
.
7 n p
1st is 3nr1 Sun Night
•
- MF:l.
MT CA-P.
C01.1.14 ',TEE NITEZ ,
Sundai
(Ni
Sem,
srsts;is
2nd
d In
e 10
A,
4t.i1.01".trI 419S.
&
j yr 4(71 Sundav sunday So41001 I,, v
It,
a "7. ird 1. V."
t'S..01 !II
791 4th Sunday I7 am .771.. i
•
•
I•t 1st '..1-41 ;tit, II du•n. .233)•4U,
n.10s1s1.1
MT HF71430./N
lIst1.1.: • sI,1114,14.0
tv .r,h.p sense 10 As 41 P st Sunday &
• Norship servo e
9 .40 .1 is, ri 9 .ndav Surd o. School :a 00
Sunday Si !IWO.
Is 4`
.4unda, - 10
In .1nd led di
t'EXTlPfiss1•:1•1\ !
477 NurItid)
0401day-2'4E10ot
;wig hs
PALFs-riw NrrED
Norship
•
5.5,511
lit N.; a rn
E1RST METH,.1 IST
Norship
II 00 Or,1
Worship
• 45 &
,t
sSEll s 1'H APF•L UNITED
N:TEI
ash.p
9 45 a 91
Worship S.sor• ver
- ...oust-nu •ir.,14•
II 10 a m
"c is,;
:OP 111 d 171
Ill'AsA
sot TH
T ir.P.111 E
9 45 a m
9,1.105
h..:
1;CISHEN METH. it .1ST
Churl h
M mire A •r9I p
ti 45 a ni
Worshlp Ftertice
6 00 p m
•einne
".1
m
Evening Per Nor
▪
.! At. p r:
Y S l'HAtiEl.
- Motel
...•77 1. UNITED METHOI.:ST
••• snstas
(10 d re,
,
Sunday School
10 00 d Tn
.rorsg Aor•Np
11 OH a m
4
a,
Worship
11
TEMPLE H:1.I NITED
INDEPENDENCEI N1TEI,
'Morning Morship
lo ile dIn
sundaySc hoot
III
Sunday •st 11,00II III a rn
d !".
Itts./.ong Worstrp
AHYL.
WAYMRN
"77-ors 3 m.
KIRKSF:Y VNITEli
AVE CHURCH
•vs.nd...0, Silo");
l
a,
01 00 a AI
S.
••
',III
•
I•t
Marring Norship
11 00 a sr.
-21g Seri e
ts.‘,trIg Aorsbsp
...sr
Pratt

Fresh Fruits

ip

`,s1,11,1e1

-..ndav

GOLDEN
CORRAL

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

s• •t F

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753.3540

J.H. CHURCHILL.
FUNERAL HOME

) We can pray, and to us. (91 We can learn can, and should look to
must. 121 We can read from our mistakes, and Jesus, the author and
our Bibles. His Word the errors of others. (5) finisher of our faith.
can be the lamp, we We can trust the Bible John said: "Ye are of
always need, in fair believing Church, when God, little children, and
weather and stormy life begins to cave in, all have overcome them:
periods of our lives. around us. (6) And, we
(Cont'd on page 7)
Read it, believe it, and.
•••
practice it, (3) As the
•
\
)
4.;
$.,,
.
storm closes irti" we can •Nt
••• ••••‘
ALL SEASON'S
iy
,
.k•••
seek out the counsel of
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
S..
"
true friends, who have
"weathered the storms,
205 N. 4th
Murray
753-4110
who were "towed in for
spiritual repairs." Yes,
they can be of great help

111.21
71: HENRY sI
CATHOLIC CHURCH

s M

Line, Full Service. Discount Prices

which are God's." (1
Cor. 6:20) We cannot
make it on our own
through life and death
without Jesus .Christ.
We cannot make it. and
make it worthwhile,
without growing in our
Christian beliefs and
commitment.
•••0
The, storms of life
surely come. But we are
not left, without help.
"Don'l decline the towin for repairs." Help is
near at hand...

NAZARENE

INDEPENDENT

753-1462
Full

Christ
"I choose to make it
on my own", indeed is a
foolish attitude for any
of us hold. We cannot
make it on our own
through life without
Jesus Christ, as our
Savior, and our Pilot.
%e cannot make it
through ..death without
Hirn7-- St. Paul said:
"For ye are bought with
a price: therefore
glorify God in your
body, and in your spirit.

Open 6:30 ..m.-Close 11:00 p.m.
%edgy Op..0:00 s.m.-Closs 10:00 p.m.
Seeds 124 -PM,* 7534131
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Area churches announce Sunday services, activities

Various churches in Bolls, Jerry Ainley, will speak
at 10:50 a.m. speak at at 11 a.m. AirMemorial Baptist
University Church
city and county have an- Danny Cleaver, Tommy
"Harvest Medley" with
Christ
and 6 p.m. services at vice at Goshen United
The Rev. Stephen V.
Robin Wadley.
nounced speakers and Carraway, Trent GibHazel Brandon is
- -- Westside Baptist Methodist Church. He
Seaford, pastor, will minister, will speak
music for Sunday, Sept. son, Joel Fisher, Shawn
organist
Poplar
and Carol Kelly
Spring
Church.
will be assisted by Bob- speak at
15, as follows:
10:50 a.m. and about "How to Please
The Rev. Chester P as pianist.
Simmons, Billy Nix,
At the morning hour by iWilson. Randy
7 p.m. services at.,, Our Father?" with Culver, pastor, will
---A basket dinner will
Stan Simmons, Edgar the Choir will sing "He's Wilson will give the
Memorial Baptist scripture from 11 speak about "What Is be served at noon and a
Russell Chapel
Rowland, Emmanuel As Close As the Mention children's devotion.
Church. Mason Bill- Samuel 24:18-25 at 8.30 Happiness" at 98th musical service featurThe Rev. Marvin L. Manners, Charles of His
Name" With TomRevival services with ington will serve
Napier, pastor'e will Olree, Max Farley, Dan
as and 10:50 a.m. services homecoming service at ing The Shelton Singers
my Scott as director, the Rev. Paul G. Peck
deacon of the iveek.
speak about "From Pro- Grimes, George Patter- Susie
and about "I Need to be 11 a.m. at Poplar Spring from Marshall County
Scott as pianist as speaker will be at 7
The Sanctuary Choir, With You" with scrip- Baptist Church.
blems To Possibilities" son, Paul Ragsdale, and
and other singers wili he
Joyce Gibson as p.m., Sanday through
directed by Milton ture from A(As 242-47 at
at 9:45 a.m. service at geripld Coles, Charles T. organist.
at 2 p m
Dan
Hargrave
Will
Solos will be Wednesday. Special
Gresham, will sing 6 p.m. service at direct the Church Choir
Russell Chapel United Grogan, Larry Pea and sung by
No evening servo
David Brown music will be presented
"Behold! He Cometh!" University Church of as members sing a will he held
Methodist Church. His Charles Haley.
and Phyllis Archer.
each night.
at the morning hour.
scripture will be from II
Bible classes will
At the evening service
Sunday School will be Margaret,
Corinthians 5:17-21 and start at 9:45 a.m.
Wilkins and
Brian Sines will sing a at 10 a.m.
Randall Winchester are
Ephesians 2 : 8-1 5.
---solo.
accompanists.
Church School Will start
First Methodist
Sunday School will be
--- Cindy Vance will sing
at 10:45 a.m.
Dr. Ben Boone, direc- at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring
a solo, "Broken Pieces"
---tor of Wesley Founda---SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
The Rev. Eddie at the evening hour.
Palestine
tion at Murray State
Grace Baptist
Young,
pastor,
will
Sunday School will be
The Rev. Marvin L. University, will speak at
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, speak about "His Name
at 9:40 a.m. and ONTO
Napier, pastor, will 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. ser- pastor, will
speak at Shall Be Called WonderIndustrial As erage
Training at 6 p.m.
-3.48
speak about,"It Is Re- vices at First United 10:50 a.m.
tioti0ear
27' 4 tinc
and 5:30 p.m. ful" with scripture from
Air Products
521 ,, uric
---quired In Stewards, Methodist Church.His services
1.11.‘1.
126 1
at Grace Bap- Isaiah 9:6 at 11 a.m. serApple Computer
First Christian
152 n -I ,
1
'That A Person I3e Found subject will be tist Church.
lerrico
!
.,411 4
vice and about "When
Dr. David Roos, American Telephone
2117 $ unc
kmart
Faithful" at 11 a.m. ser- "Because of the Signs
Une
Leland Peeler will All Our Tears Are
pastor, will speak at Briggs Si Stratton
2$1 2
455 4
1
unc
.1('Penne
vice at Palestine United He Did" with scripture direct the
Church Choir Wiped Away" with 10:45
365„ - 1 4
a.m. service at Chrysler
• 4
Methodist Church. His from John 6:1-15.
Perm alt
383
as members sing scripture from RevelaFirst Christian Church. Cracker Barrel!
Quaker Oats
1
scripture will be from I
p,
IV 2
I -2
Jennifer Beck will "Home Is where The tion 21:4-7
at 7 p.m. ser- Margaret Boone will
Dollar Gen. Store
21'
unc
Scientific- Atlanta
Corinthians 4:1-2.
sing a solo, "They Could Heart Is" with Dwane vice
at Sinking Spring direct the music with
l)iirakon
123 , unc
Sears
Rev. Napier also will Not," at both services. Jones as,
organist and Baptist Church.
E-Z-E
rn Inc.
Gary
14 - 1 ,,
Texaci)
Galloway
speak at 6 p.m. service. The Chancel Choir will Anita Smith
as
11111
as pianist.
Ford
W.P. Hurt will serve organist.
44 1
unc
Time Inc.
Church School with sing the anthem,
Sunday School with as deacon of the week.
.S.Tobacco
Assisting will be M.C. Forum Group
9/
1
4
Harold Sheppard as "Come, Christians, Join James
34
*
Rose as Max McGinnis will Ellis,
35 + g
L4
Nal-Mart
Bailey Gore, G.A.F.
49
superintendent will To Sing," at the later superintendent,
Regina direct the music with Howard Titsworth,
General Motors
64 1 4
I,,
Wen0's
start at 10 a.m.
151,
Don
service. Playing Peeler as organist and Rhonda Lamb
as pianist McCord, Ron Cella, GenCorp, Inc
44374 -1/4
U.E.F. Yield
7.2t;
- --trumpets will be Kurt Susan Jones as pianist and Laura Paschall
+1/4
Goodrich
as Mike Holton, Dan
31%
First Presbyterian
Slaughenhoupt and Rick will start at 9:45 a.m.
organist.
McKeel, Fred Wells and
The Rev. Thomas Edwards. Paul Shahan
---Sunday School will be Rowena Cullom.
Schellingerhout, pastor, will be director with Bea
Goshen Methodist
at 10 a.m. and Church
Sunday School will be
will peak about "The Farrell as organist.
The Rev. Rev. Don Training at 6 p.m.
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
at 9:30 a.m.
Lord's Prayer VI: The
State
students
Faulker. pastor, will
Murray
---MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Need of Forgiveness" will be recognized and
with scripture from will be guests for lunMatthew 6:12 at 10:45 cheon following the
((ont'd from page 4)
a.m. service at First later service.
Sunday, Sept. 15
Sunday,Sept. 15
Monday,Sept. 16
Presbyterian Church.
The Film Series on p.m. following
the
11
Lakes are closed
a.rn
Blood
Drive
will be
The Choir will sing the "New Wine" will be
anthem, "My Gracious shown at 5:30 p.m. with mass at St. Leo's from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. today.
---in Fellowship Hall of
Lod and Master," with vovenant Prayer and Catholic Church.
Murray Lodge No. 105
---First Baptist Church.
Daniel Craig as director Chapel Choir to meet at
Free and Accepted
Fifth annual Diabetes
---an Cynthia Scribner as 5 p.m., UMYF at 5:30
Masons will have a
organist. Church School p.m. and Genesis Bike-a-than will be from.
Monday,Sept. 16
a.m. to 7 p.m. at Curris
potluck supper at 6 p.m.
will start at 9:40 a.m.
Ringers at 6 p.m.
Penny Homemaker
Center, Murray State
and meeting at 7:30
------Club will meet at 1 p.m. p.m. to hothr gO, 40 and
University
Health
The
.
Hazel Baptist
First Baptist
Express of Murray- at home of Elsie 25 year members and
The Rev. James T.
Dr. Greg Earwood,
Williams.
Callowa
past masters.
y County
Garland, pastor, will pastor, will speak about
-- - present
---Hospital
be
will
speak at 11 a.m. and "Did Judas Really ReTraining for Brownie
6:30 p.m. services at pent?" at 10:45 a.m. ser- from 1 to 3 p.m. to give
Suburban and Girl Scout leaders
Hazel Baptist Church. vice at First Baptist - diabetes tests. For inMusic will be directed Church. He also will formation call the Homemakers Club will will be at 9:30 a.m. at
meet at 7 p.m. at home Murray. Girl Scout
by Gene Orr Miller with speak at 7 p.m. service. hospital, 753-5131.
of Rosanna Miller.
cabin.
Gwyn Key as organist He will be assisted by
------ and Oneida White as the Rev. G.T. Moody,
AMVETS Post 45 of
Murray Chapter of
Today is the last day
pianist The Church associate pastor, and
Buchanan, Tenn., will Professional to drop a course without
Choir will sing "Each Dr. Joe Rexroat, deacon
have its annual family Secretaries Intenational a grade or to change
Step I Take" at the mor- of the week.
picnic
at KOA Cam- will meet at 7 p.m. at from credit to audit at
ning hour.
The Adult Choir will pground, Paris Lan- Commerc
e Centre, Murray State
Sunday School will be sing "Lord, I Want To
ding, Tenn.
Highway
641
University,
North.
at 9:45 a.m. Church Be A Christian" at the
------Training will be at 5.30 morning hour and the
Events in Land BetReservations for lun- Parents 4nonymous
p.m.
Ladies Choir will sing ween the Lakes will incheon on Tuesday by will meet from 6 to 8
---"Sunlight/Sing an Old clude Smoking Fish at 1
Christian
Women's Club p.m. For information
Seventh and Poplar
Song" at the evening p.m. at Woodlands of
Murray should be call 762-6862, days, or
John Dale, pulpit hour. Wayne Halley is
Nature Center and A made by noon today 762-6851.
minister, will speak at minister of music with
2 YEAR
Fine Kettle of Fish at 2 with Freda Lovett,
---8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and Joan Bowker as
• LIMITED WARRAI!1TY •
p.m. at Empire Farm.
753-3999.
Bobbie
or
Prospectiv
e
Member
6 p.m. services at organist and 'Richard
---90-Days Same As Cash, Financing
Wuest, 753-6061.
Night will be from 7 to 8
Seventh and Poplar Jones as pianist.
p.m.
at
Murray
Moose
Available To Qualified Buyers
Church of Christ.
Sunday School will be
Spring Creek Baptist
Theta Department of Lodge.
His morning topic will at 9:30 a.m. with Church
Church will have its an- Murray Woman's Club
---be "Now, What About Training, GAs, RAs, Achomecoming.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Reservations for a
Stewardship?" with teens, Pioneer RAs and nual
ALL SEASON'S
---club house.
ladies day luncheon on
scripture from I Corin- University Choir at 6
Ross W. Dye of ChrisLawn & Leisure. Inc.
Wednesday at Oaks
---thians 4:1-2. His evening p.m. and MSU
tian Broadcasting Cor
Communit
Country
y
Club
Action
should
be
topic will be "Sense and Fellowship at 8 p.m.
poration will speak at meeting of West Ken- made by today with
205 N. 4th Murray
Nonsense About
753-4110
---2:30 p.m. at University tucky Allied Services Maxa Reed or Virginia
Prayer" with scripture
Westside Baptist
Church of Christ.
will meet at 7 p.m. at Jones.
from Matthew 7:7-11.
The Rev. Stephen
---Douglas Community
---Assisting will be Jerry Cobb, interim pastor.
' OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO • OOOOO 1.111111eniell • SUSS. •
Film series will be Center.
Hazel and Douglas •
shown at 5:30 p.m. a
Centers will be open
---First United Methodis
Empire Farm and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
(Cont'd from page 6)
Church.
Woodlands Nature for activities by senior
because greater is he will be lost, only the
--- Center in Land Between citizens •
that is in you, than he ship. Listen: Paul said:
that is in the world." (I "For there stood by me
John 4:4)
this night the angel of
We cannot "weather" God, whose I am, and
the storms of life alone, whom I serve. Saying,
successfully and fruit- Fear not Paul; thou
fully. The biblical way must be brought before
and sensible way is to Caesar; and, lo, God,.
depend upon God. His hath given thee all that
Word assures us: "In all sail with thee.
thy ways acknowledge Wherefore, sirs, be of
Him,and He shall direct good cheer: for I believe
thy paths." (Proverbs God, that it shall be
3:6) "Trust in the Lord even as it was told me."
with all thine heart; and (Acts 27:23-24)
lean not unto thine own
The ship broke up, but
understanding" Paul's faith did not.
(Proverbs 3:5) "Be not (See verse 41) The
(6 Payments, No Interest)
wise in *file own eyes; storm did not harm any
fear the Lord, and of the 275 persons, some
depart from evil." prisoners, just like
(Proverbs 3:7) And, the Paul. The testimony and
prophet, Jeremiah said: faith of one person.
"0 Lord. I know that the What a difference it
way of man is not in made. What a dif(Or Bring Your Own Negative)
himself: it is not in man ference it still makes.
that walketh to direct Verse 44 states: ...."and
his steps." To depart so it came to pass, that
I
L
LiI
4..!
„
from evil, (sin) involves they escaped all safe to
our willingness to con- land."
fess our sins to
The words of the
Almighty God. We can- hymn: "Jesus Savior,
not dismiss our sins, but Pilot Me," by Edward
we can and should Hopper and J.E. Gould,
acknowledge them. found in The Upper
Repentance and confes- Room song book, and in
Hurry! Offer Starts Monday,
sion precedes God's other hymnals, are so
Ends Saturday (9-21-85)
forgiveness.
appropriate to sing,
St. Paul, (read Acts (and to pray) in these
27) was on his way to days:
Rome, a prisoner,
_Jesus, Savior., Pilot
because of his faith in, me o_ver life's
-e
iiin-rn ittitent to terupestous sda:
God, and the gospel of
Unknown waves
Jesus Christ. Read before Me roll, Hiding
carefully the warning rocks and trech'rous
Mon.-Sot.
SALES & RENTAL
by him of the soon to be shoal;
Centro!
10-9
shipwreck in verses
Chart and compass
Shopping Center
103 So. 3rd
10-20. In verse 22, St. come from Thee,
Downtown Murray
753-3621
(Next to Kroger)
753-7670
Paul assures all the
Jesus. Savior, pilot
passengers, that no life me.
111111111111111111111111•1111111

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Calendar...

SNAPPER DAYS

thought...

Photo Enlargements
In Hours

Not Days

Choose The Negative From Your Roll
Completely Processed At

GeDi

IGP

1-Hour Photos

5/0 'ew

FOR CHRISTMAS

6 Months

Same As Cash!
Save On
Every

Choose Your Size
8x10
6 8x12
11x14
35m.
35m.
110m.

__411

Item

In The Store!

Or Even Poster Size
20x24
20x28
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35m.
35m.
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"Your Health and Corn ort
Is Our Main Concern"
BROIRINGMEYER
HEALTH
AWARENESS
CENTER

Meet
Tom Hopkins
of the
Home Team
See Tom For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

Dr. Richard & Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractors
Dr. B.G. Morin
Osteopathic Physician

753-2962
Call For App./Emergiincy Calls Accepted

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Location: 4 mi. East on Hwy. 94 Murray

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive

753-5321

IF YOU WANT
THE BEST IN
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE...
Check into the Gold
Editon of the Home
Defender policy from the
State Auto Insurance
Companies. This
.
package sparkles With..
coverage features, high
limits and extremely
Mle Slat* Auto
broad protection. Its
Insurance Compare*:
designed for homes in
$60.000-and-up range.

THE SAVING PLACE

Thornton Tile
& Marble
Mfg: Cultured Marble
Distr.: Jason Spa's
Available:

Tub/Shower Doors & Mirrors
Ceramic Tile &
Related Products
'Free Estimates•
See Our Display
Open 8:00 to 4:30 Mon. thru Fri.
612 S. 9th/753-5719

THUS FAR: Murray State is 2-0( W 35-21 South Carolina State; W
33-25 Southeast Missouri). Memphis State is 1-0-1 ( W 37-6 at Southwest
Louisiana: T Mississippi.
THE COACHES: Frank Beamer is 30-16 in his fifth year as head
coach at Murray State. A 1969 graduate of Virginia Tech, he is in his
seventh year as a Racer coach, having served as an assistant under
blike Gott-fricl far two years. MSU's record since Reamer arrived
on campus is 48-20-1.
Rey- Dempsey is 6-5-2 in his second year at Memphis State, 72-50-2
in his 12th year as a head coach. The 1983 Division I-AA Coach of the
Year, he led the Southern Illinois Salukis to the Division I-AA national
_
title that season.
THE SERIES: The oldest series on the 1985 Murray State schedule.
this rivalry dates back to the first year of intercollegiate football at
MSU, when a tragedy-marred game between Murray State Normal
School and West Tennessee Normal School ended ina-0--0 tie to close
out the season fo,r the_Racers. MSU is 4-4-0 when playing in Memphis, 6-4-2 in Murray. and 0-1-0 on a neutral field (the 1950 game was
played in Paris. Tennessee ). In the two genies that have been decided by a touchdown or less, Murray State holds a 2-0 advantage. There
have been eight shutouts in the series, five by Murray State and three
..
•
by Memphis State.
•
THE FIRST GAME: Tragedy struck the first meeting between
these two schools when Murray State Normal School met West Tennessee Normal School in Murray on Nov. 27. 1924: Gilbert graves."
the Murray State quarterback, was leading a play through the line
when he suffered a broken neck. He died in the Murray hospital on
Dec. 5, 1924, becoming the first varsity athlete to lose his life while
representing Murray State on the playing field. The street on which
Roy Stewart Stadium, the home of the Racers, is located is named
Gilbert Graves Drive in his memory,and the Racer fans credit sudden turns of good fortune in MSU home games to "the ghost of Gilbert
Graves."
LAST TIME AROUND: The last time these two teams met was
1955, when the Tigers carried home a 20-7 win from Murray. Memphis State outgunned the Racers in.both rushing yardage (198 to 1291
and passing yardage 442 to-34). The Tiger -defense stymied Murray
State's top rusher, Carl Walker, who entered the game averaging 11.6
yards per carry. With only 39 yards on ten carries. Walker's season
average fell to 9.2 yards per attempt. Jere Stripling was the leading
rusher for Murray State, picking up 55 yards on 12 carries and scoring the only Racer touchdown. Dr. Chad Stewart, son of Murray State
coach Roy Stewart and now head of Murray State's health and
physical education department, Was a player in the 1955 game.
100-YARD GAMES VS. THE TIGERS: Only one Racer running
back has recorded a 100-yard rushing effort against Memphis State.
Winfred Dill carried the ball 24 times for 110 yards on Oct. 24, 1949,
a 34-6 Memphis State win. It was one of only two 100-yard performances in Dill's career at Murray State.
ON THIS DATE IN'RACER HISTORY: The Racers have played
only one other game on Sept. 14. In 1974. MSU traveled to Cullowhee,
N.C., to take on the Catamounts of Western Carolina. In a defensive
struggle, the Racers squeezed out a 10-3 victory to improve their
record to 2-0 on the way to a 9-2 season. There have been no 100-yard
rushing efforts. by Racer backs on this date.

RACERS AND ROAD SEASON OPENERS: In 60 seasons of football. Murray State has compiled a 29-29-2 record in the first road game
of the season. MSU has won its last two road season openers. downing Southeast Missouri in 1983 and Louisville in 1984.
MSU head coach Frank Beamer and running back
DEJA
coach Larry Creekmore both should feel at home in the Liberty Bowl
Memorial Stadium. As teammates on the Virginia Tech team coached by Jerry Claiborne, both helped the Hokies earn berths in the famed Liberty Bowl game in 1966 and 1968.
OLD HOME DAY: For several players, the trip to Memphis is a
trip home,as a number of Racers hail from the Memphis area. They
inciudeltanicerCtnrck Cummings.linebacker-Billy Guyton,-arid defen.
sive back Mike McGregor.
WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: In the last flare years, when
the Racers score first in the game, they have won 28 of 39 times, a
winningpercentage of .718:Last year-theTtaterS-fatted-tonore first
in only two games: Louisville (a 26-23 win) and Middle Tennessee
a 19-16 loss). In the past 14 games, MSU has scored a total of 121
first-quarter points,--compared to only 12 by the opponents.
HIGH-SCORING RACERS: Of the top eleven point-production
games for the Racers in the last five years, seven have come within
the last 12 games. During that time frame, the Racers have Scored
353 points, good for a 29.4 average per game. Also, the Racers have
astring 'of 13 consecutive games scoring in double figures. On the
_other side Of the ball, during the 12-game span MSU has given up a
total of 185 points, an
an.average of 15.4 per game.
A LOOK BACK: In
Beamer's 16 losses at Murray State. only four have been by margins of ten points or more. The Racers have
been in the game in 12 of those losses, losing by a touchdown or less.
In fact, eight of those losses have been by a field,goal or less, and
three games were decided by one point.
AROUND THE OVC: Middle Tennessee at Georgia Southern ( 1:30
EDT ; Kent State at Akron (7:00 EDT): Morehead State at James
Madison 17:00 EDT); Cincinnati at Youngstown State (7:30 EDT:
Austin Peay at UT-Martin 17:00 curl: Western Carolina at Tennessee Tech
30 CDT.)
OVC HONOREES: Freshman tailback Rodney Payne was named
OVC Rookie of the Week with his 115-yard, four-touchdown performance against Southeast Missouri- His four scores for 24 points tied
MSU school records held by, among others, Willie Cannon. Payne's
partner at tailback. Also, tackle Jeff Ulmer received OVC Offensive
Lineman of the Week honors, marking the fourth time an MSU player
has received the honor since it began last year. There have been a
total of 12 OVC linemen so honored, and Ulmer becomes the fourth
player to receive the honor twice. In fact, the Racers have had a
player honored by the OVC in nine of the past 13 times the weekly
awards were passed out in football.

Passing Yardage
1. Larry Tillman. 5037
2. KEVIN SISK, 3.586
3. Tony Fioravanti, 3,449
(Sisk moves up from third
Touchdowns
1. Lindsey Hudspeth and
Billy Hess, 21
3. Russ Hake and
Carl Walker, 20
7. Tommy Glover,
Danny Lee Johnson, and
WILLIE CANNON, 17
Scoring
1. Jeff Lancaster, 153
2. Stan Watts, 141
3. Billy Hess and
Lindsey Hudspeth, 126
5. Charlie Forrest and
Carl Walker. 121
7. Russ Hake, 120
8. Don Clayton and
Rick Fisher, 116
10. Tommy Glover and
WILLIE CANNON. 104
Receptions
1. Jack Wolf, 101
2. Billy Hess. 96
3. Harvey Tanner and
Gerald Young. 91
5. David Thomas, 81
6. Greg King, 80
7. LEE McCORMICK, 79

"
Racers...
We're Behind
You Al! the Way!"

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
*Your only Full-Service
Chevron Station
-We offer a complete line of Atlas
tires, batteries and accessories.

15th & Main

HOW THEY S.
from the Colleg(
USA Today. The
rankings done b
-dicetes- where a
top two levels. :
Season records

I North Texa-: Se (-9..1-0)
2. Arkansas State (68. 1-1 i
3. Northeast Louisiana (71, 0-0)
4. Boise State (75. 0-1)
5. Richmond 176, 1-01
6. McNeese State (79, 1-01
7. Nevada-Reno 61; 1-0)
8. Holy Cross (89, 0-01
9. Furrngn (91, 1-0)
16: Eastern Waihingion .193, 1-0)
11. Mississippi Valley State (94, 2-01
12. Delaware i96, 1-0)
13. Indiana State (97, 1-01
14. Northwest Louisiana (98. 0-2)
'15. Idaho State (99, 1-0)
16. Alcorn State ( 101. 0-0)
17. Tennessee-Chattanooga (103. 0-1.
18. Montana State (105. 0-1
19. Nicholls State (106, 0-0
20. Louisiana Tech (107
)
.0-1 )
21. Boston University 1108. 0-0)
22. Grambling- t1-10-.-ft,0)
- 23. Texas-Arlington i 113, 0-1 )
24. Colgate U15, 0-0
25. William & Mary 1116, 0-1)
26. Middle Tennessee (117. 1-0)
27. Eastern Illinois 1118, 0-1)
28. Southwest Missouri (120, 2-0)
29. MURRAY STATE 1122, 2-01

Field Goals
1. Jeff Lancaster. 35
2. Stan Watts, 21
3. Hank Lagorce and
David Tuck, 15
5. PAUL HICKERT. 13
Rushing Yardage
1. Don Clayton, 2,804
2. Danny Lee Johnson. 2.522
3. Rick Fisher, 2.297
4. Nick Nance, 1,928
5. George Greenfield, 1,771
6. Tommy Glover, 1,766
7. Carl Walker, 1.669
8. Russ Hake, 1,611
9. WILLIE CANNON, 1,589
Reception Yardage
1. Billy Hess, 1.560
2. Jack Wolf, 1.393
3. Bill Farrell, 1.343
4. LEE McCORMICK. 1,215
Interceptions
1. Bruce Walker. 16
/2. Ralph Robinson. 15
3. Dennis Jackson and
Eddie McFarland, 12
5. Gregg Evans, 11
6. Ronald Hopkins and
JAMES YARBROUGH. 10

Jefl
We(

Sat.
6:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
753-2593

Tony Moodie (9) saves a two-point conversion by tackling SEMO'S quarterback.

LOWEST
IN
TOWN

WORLD HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE FIGHT!
Undefeated Champion Larry

HOLMES
SPINKS
VS.

Who roll be
.he one to make
'
?mum, AKInnr

OVERBY

HONDA
MURRAY, KY

Undefeated Light
Heavyweight Champ Mirhael

•

Murray St:

RACER RECORD CHASERS: Here's a rundown on how several
Racer record chasers stand in their pursuit of MSU career standards
in their specialties.

"Your Volume Ford Dealer"
701 Main
753-5273

Mon.-Fri.
6:30 a.m.-8 p.m.

Dwain
Call Gene
Taylor 502-753-2617
Chevrolet, Inc.

RACER FORIVIOMt

PARKER FORD
Chevron

Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van for The
Weekend

Open
Mon Sat
8 AM 10 PM
Sunday
9 AM-9 PM

Kim's
Laundry

753-4092

753-9636
lowest in

town

Bel Air Shopping Center

Next to Storey's

Drop Off
Laundry
Service

SALES • SERVICE •PARTS
WHERE SERVICE COMES
FIRST
•

-

1

yr

•

•

THi: MI RI( -%

LEDGER & TIMEs

"Before The Game..."

T WIN
24 HOURS
2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

Lumber • Hardware • and

More

Call Toll Free

759-4026

McCLARD S SHELL

TERRY'S
ONE STOP
The
KAT MAN DOO CLU.B
"ROSES"
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Good
Luck
Racers!

Fri. & Sat. Night
First Sto • Cold Bevera!es

Hwy. 641 South

Puryear

lurray State Racers (2-0) -vs. Memphis State Tigers (1-0-1)
September 14, 1985, '7:30 p.m.
Liberty Bowl Stadium (50,180)
Memphis, Tennessee
(Game 3)
HOW THEY STAND: Here's a breakout of Division 1-AA teams
from the College Football Mathematical Rankings as published ih
USA Today. The I-AA rankings are combined with I-A teams for the
rankings done by Jeff Sagarin. and the number in parentheses indicates-where-the-IAA -teams- stand in -the•194 -teams in the,NCAA's
top two levels. Memphis State was ranked 32nd in the standings.
Season records also are included.

selras state (54:1„ 1-0)
30. Idaho 1123, 0-1 )
as State (68, 1-1 1
31. New Hampshire (126. 0-01
ist Louisiana (71. 0-0
32. Appalachian State ( 127, 0-1)
tate (75. 0-1 I
33. Illinois State (128. 1-0)
end ( 76, 1-01
34. Tennessee State 129, 1-1 1
se State (79, 1-01
35. Southwest Texas ( 130. 0-1)
.-Reno 161. 1-0)
36. Western Carolina (131, 1-0)
•oss e 89, 0-01
37. Montana (133. 1-0
1(91. 1-0)
38. Eastern Kentucky (1-34, 1-0)
• Waihington .193, :o,1
39. Weber Stdte 1 135. 1.-0)
sippi Valley State (94. 2-01 40. Pennsylvania 1137. 0-0%)-- are i96, 1-0)
41. Georgia Southern (138. 1-01
a State (97. 1-0)
42. Rhode Island ( 139. 1-01
vest Louisiana (98, 0-21
43. Southeast Louisiana ( 141. 0-1)
State (99, 1-0)
44. Lehigh (144, 0-0)
State (101. 0-0)
45. Marshall (145. 2-0)
ssee-Chattanooga (103. 0-1) 46. Jackson State i147. 1-01
na State (105. 0-1
47. Northern Arizona 1148, 2-0)
Is State (106, 0-0
48. Western Kentucky (149. 1-0)
ana Tech (107 0-1 )
49. Delaware State ( 151. 2-01
University (108. 0-0)
50. Connecticut ( 152, 0.0)
Aing (110;4-0/
51. Akron (154,114)
Arlington (113, 0-1)
52. South Carolina State I156. 0-2)
e (115, 0-0 )
53. West Texas State i 157. 0-1 )
n & Mary (116. 0-1 )
54. James Madison 158, 1-01
Tennessee (117, 1-0)
55 Youngstown State i159. 0-1 )
11 Illinois 1118, 0-1)
56. Massachusetts 1160. 1-0
test Missouri (120, 2-01
57. Southern Illinois 1161, 1-1 )
:AY STATE (122. 2-0
58. Lamar i162. 1-0

59. Maine (163, 1-0)
60. Lafayette (164, 0-0
61. Drake (165, 1-1
62. Western Illinois (166, 0-1)
63. Florida A&M (167, 1-1)
64. Harvard (168, 0-0)
65. Southern (169. 0-11
66. Northeastern (172, 0-0
62. Bethune-Cookman (173, 0-1!
68. Bucknell (175, 0-0)
69. East Tennessee State (176, 0-1
70. Austin Peay (177, 0-1
71. Northern Iowa (178, 0-1)
72. Citadel (179, 1-1)
73. Princeton (180, 0-0
74. VMI (181, 0-0)
75. Dartmouth( 182, 0-0)
76. Brown (183, 0-0)
77. Texas Southern (184. 1-11
78. Yale (185. 0-0)
79. Cornell (186. 0.0)
80. Tennessee Tech (187, 0-1)
81. North Carolina A&T (188, 0-2,
82. Alabama State (189, 0-1 )
83. Prairie View (190, 1-1)
84. Morehead State (191. 0-1)
85. Davidson 1192, 0-11
86. Columbia (193. 0-01
87. Howard i 194, 0-1 )

several
andards

15

7. 13

34
son, 2,522
17

Id, 1,771
1,766
39

IN. 1.589

3
K. 1,215

5
15
and
1, 12

and
)UGH. 10

Jeff Ulmer (78) was named the Ohio Valley Conference Lineman of the
Week.

MIDDLE TENNESSEE (1-0) at GEORGIA SOUTHERN (1-0). 1:30
p.m.(CDT)Paulson Stadium,-Statesboro, Ga. Both teams opened as
winners last week. MTSU defeating Lenoir-Rhyne while the Eagles
defeated Florida A&M on the road. 27-21. For the Blue Raiders, the
backfield duo of Gerald Anderson (145 yds. ) and Dwight Stone 1136.
4 TDs were impressive, as was return specialist Robert Alford, who
had -a 93- yards-TB kickoff return -and- another of 99 shortened,to 52
because of a penalty. Georgia Southern returns 15 starters from last
year's 8-3 squad that barely missed the 1-AA playoffs including QB
Tracy Ham,among 1984 national leaders in rushing, passing efficiency and total offense. Also back Is tat-Mack Melvin Hell and fullback
Gerald Harris. Nine starters are back on the Eagle defense headed
by linebacker Charles Carper, the team's leading tackler a year ago.
Last season, MTSU stymied Ham and the Eagles. 42-7, in the only
previous meeting.
KENT STATE (0-0) at AKRON (0-1), 7:00 p.m.(EDT) The Runner Bowl, Akron, OH. It's the annual Acme-Zip Classic at Akron as
a crowd of close 6-30,000 is expected to see which team can take the
lead in this series 29th renevvat;Akron'S pasAing game wasinbetter
form against Eastern Kentucky in its opener last week as Vernon
Stewart threw for 197 yards. However, the usually-strong ground
game was-limited to 82 yards. Kent State opens its season in this game
and hopes to turn around last year's 4-7 mark, it's best in six years.
The Flashes have 13 starters back but don't have back QB Stu
Rayburn. Most of the offensive line returns, though, with an experienced defense. A key offensive performer is TB Derrick.Nix i 720
yds. in '84). This series is tied 13-13-2.
MOREHEAD STATE (0-1) at JAMES MADISON (1-0). 7:00(EDT)
JMU Stadium( Harrisonburg. VA. Morehead State's--debut against
Marshall last week indicated that the Eagles' secOhdary may be an
area of concern as Marshall QB Carl Fodor threw for 29:1 yards and
three touchdowns. Morehead QB Adrian Breen had 155 yards and one
TI)and tailback Daman Stephens rushed for 80 yards. James Madison
defeated East Tennessee, 14-9, in its opener last week. Fullback Warren Marshall is back after rushing for 1.010 yards a year ago, as is
QB Jon Roddy. LB Charles Haley is the star of the defense which has
five other returning starters. The Dukes lead this short series 2-1 and
won last year, 38-28.
CINCINNATI (2-0) at YOUNGSTOWN STATE (9- ), 7:39 (E)T).
Stambaugh Stadium, Youngstown. OH. Youngstown State dropped
its opener to Eastern Michigan as five turnovers offset 440 yards total'
offense. Penguin QB Bob Courtney passed for 230 yards and two TDs
while backup tailback Jerry Mapes caught 3 passes for 145 yards and
a TD. Cincinnati downed Austin Peay last week after defeating
Virginia Tech the week before. Reggie Taylor ran for 138 yards and
two TDs in the win and QB Danny NIcCoin threw for two more.
Youngstown State leads the series 2-1 after last year's thrilling 27-23
victory.
AUSTIN PEAY (0-1) at UT-MARTIN (1-0). 7:341 p.ni.(CDT). Pacer
Stadium, Martin, TN. This game marks the 41st renewal of a series
whIch-dateTbACT-M-11138-.--The
are seiliing-tEe ir initial 19S5 v c tory and are hoping for a better performance from QB Rickey Rice,
replaced during the Cincinnati game by Dale Edwards. Edwards performed well, directing an 89 yard drive which ended with Edwards
slipping on a fourth-and-inches late in the game. Overall. APSU was
limited to 70 yards rushini and scored its nine points on an end zone
fumble recovery and a safety. UT-Martin defeated Lane College. 12-6,
in its opener last week. The Pacers return 37 lettermen from 1984's
2-8-1 squad. Austin-Peay's two straight wins over UTM have knotted
the series record at 19-19-2. APSU won last year in Clarksville. 13-10.
WESTERN CAROLINA (1-0) at TENNESSEE TECH (9-I), 7:30
(CDT).Tucker Stadium,Cookeville. TN.There was at least one bright
spot in Tech's loss to UNLV last Saturday, that being Eddie Hayward.
Haywaiefruihed for 150 yards in 33 tries as the Golden Eagles were
able to move the ball on offense somewhat. The defense gave up 465
yards, however, allowing over 200 yards rushing and passing.
Preseason All-America Willie Thompson played well at defensive
back, contributing 9 tackles, breaking up four passes and blocking
a kick. Western Carolina defeated Davidson. 14-0, stopping the
Wildcats on just 10 yards rushing. The Golden Eagle wishbone, which
rolled up 261 yards against UNLV.Will face a tough task. Though the
Catamounts have 11 starters back the loss of QB Jeff(;ilbert and WR
Eric Rasheed left an offensive gap to be filled. TB Eddie Maddox t767
yds.) is a top returnee. This series is tied 5-5-1, with At Cl • winning
the past two meetings.
MURRAY STATE (2-0) at MEMPHIS STATI4(1-0-1). 7:30 p.m.
(CDT).Liberty Bowl Stadium, Memphis, TN. Murray State's offense
has picked up where it left off the 1984.season, scoring 68 points in
its first two games. While Lee McCormick was the dazzler in the
opener against S.C. State, freshman tailback Rodney Payne was the
eye-opener against SEMO, rushing for 115 yards and four TDs in 20
carries. Memphis State opened its season with a win over SW Louisiana and kicked a last-second field goal to gain a 17-17 tie with
Mississippi last week. These two schools have met 20 times previously, but not since 1955. Murray State holds a slim 10-.8-2 series edge.
but lost the 1955 meeting, 20-7. In fact, the last Racer win in the series
came in 1941 when Memphis State was known as West Tennessee.

SALES & RENTAL I,
Central
Shopping Center
753 7670
(next to Kroger)

•

1 HRH 1- K
S.'12th

753-7114

MARY ANN ANDERSON,D.V.M.
404 S. 12th St.
753-7986
Small Animal Medicine
& Surgery
24 Hour
Emergency
Service

•altbont60
„v.v. Sales

Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies

512 Main St.
753-0123
1-800-592-3499

MURRAY MOLD
& DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping,
Dies, Plastic and Die Cast Molds,
Precision
Machining
and
Welding.

Industrial Road
759-4851
Loyd E. Hinton

Jerry B. Duncan
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Prep football tonight: Calloway hosts Ballard; Murray a Mayfield
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Baseball drug trial continues

Mays mentioned as 'red juice' user
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (API
— John.. Miler, a.
former New York Mets
and Pittsburgh Pirates
outfielder, says he
discovered a "really
nasty" stimulanA
nicknamed "red juice"
in the locker of Willie
Mays when the Hall of
Fame outfielder played
with the Mets in 1973.
Milner. testifying
Thursday in the U.S.
District cqurt.drug .trial
of Philadelphia caterer
-Curtis .Strong, -said- he
never saw Mays use the
purported stimulant.
Mays, reached at his
home in Atherton,
Calif., . said he didn't
recall "having anything
in my locker like that. ...
Its just hears-ay. as far
as I'm concerned. I'm
saying I don't know
what he found in there,
because I - don't know
what he thinks was in
there. I don't do that
'drugs). I never getibinvolved With- that.".'
. Milner said the use of
amphetamines was
once so common that
the drug was regularly
left in his Pirates
locker. Two other
former Pirates, Dave
Parker and Dale Berra.
also testified in federal
court this week that the

drug was readily
available to players.
Milner was the
seventh current or
former player to take
the witness stand in the
trial of Strong, who is
.accused of dealing
drugs tk major-league
players in Pittsburgh on
16 dates from 1980 to
1984.
Strong's attorney.
Adam 0. Renfroe Jr..
has said he will call
more players as defense
witnesses next week.
Milner said he didn't
know who distributed
the amphetamines. "I
just know I took them,"
he said.
Parker, testifying
Thursday, backed up
,Berra's statement of
two days earlier that
former Pirate captains
Willie Stargell and Bill
Madlock dispensed the
slimulants. Both
Madlock and Stargell
denied the allegations.-----Thirty current or
former players have
been- tied to drug use'or
knowledge of its use
through testimony in the
trial, which began Sept.
3.
"You saw guys playing baseball who used
cocaine, and their performance would speak
for itself," Milner•said.''The guy.s who

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

snorted cocaine before a
game, the performance just wouldn't be there.
They'd think that it was
there, but it wasn't
there," he said.

good.--ohape. I could
never have played like
did if I'd misused my
body."
Mays was upset that
his name came up at all,

found it much easier to
hit off former National
League strikeout leader
J.R. Richard when the
pitcher was using drugs.
"He wouldn't be as

"Guys who snorted cocaine before a game,
the performance just wouldn't be there.
They'd think that it was, but it wasn't there."
— former player John Milner
"Red juice," he said,
was a type of "real potent speed."
Milner said he
became familiar with
the stimulant 'when he
found it in Mays' locker
when the two were New
York Mets teammates.
Milner referred in his
testimony to
Asked by Renfroe who
"Willie" was, Milner
replied: "Mays. Willie
Mays. The great one.
Yeah."
Milner's reply
brought fseveral gasps
and a few gill/ins from
spectators packed into
the wood-pi.-fieled
courtroom.
Mays, who joined the
Mets in 1972, said that
his locker "was an open
book. Anybody could go
into my locker because I
-never had anything to
hide."
As to whether he ever
used "red juice" or any
stimulant, Mays said:
"My record speaks for
itself. I never missed a
game for misusing my
body. ... I'm 54 right
now and I'm in fairly

"I don't think I'm involved in any of the
issues in the case in Pittsburgh," he said. "I'm
against all that, very
much so. ... This is a
trial of a different
meaning. These guys
are into hata, hard
drugs.
"Why am I going to be
on trial for what he says
he thinks he saw in my
locker? It's a shame a
man can be crucified for
one statement, to play
all those years and have
One statement crucify
-me. I tkope the people
won't take 'that one
statement and crucify
me."
.Renfroe said pharmacists told him "red
juice" is made by
breaking an amphetamine capsule into
water or another
beverage and that it is
sometimes used by college students to help
them study long hours.
"You could tell if someone is speeding on
drugs," Milner said.
Milner, now
unemployed, said he

fast or as sharp," said
Milner. "He made a lot
of mistakes."
Not only did bigleaguers play after using -cocaine, they even
bought it at the
ballpark. Milner said.
Milner said he was sitting in front of his locker
during a Pirates-Astros
game on June 13, 1980,
when Strong entered the
Pirates clubhouse and
the two began chatting._
At the time, Milner said,
"the clubhouse was
open."
.pretty wide
.
"I asked him if he had
some stuff. He said.
'Yes.' We went back to
the restroom and the
money exchanged
hands. (Dave) Parker
and I drove around after
the game and used it."
Milner said he purchased two grams of cocaine for $200.
"He had pretty good
stuff," Milner testified
of the cocaine allegedly
supplied him by Strong.
"It was better than the
stuff I got in
Pittsburgh." .

Charbroiled 8 oz. Ribeye

A Point To Make

Willie Mays,pictured here during an old timer's game of former San Francisco Giants players, was said to have used "red juice", a stimulant, during
his playing days with the Mets in 1973. The information was acquired during
testimony by John Milner, a former major league player, in the - ongoing
drug abuse trial in Pittsburgh.
'AP file photo
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Choice of Potato, TiStsed Salad & French Bread

Purcell's youngest tennis team will attempt 7th OVC crown

$395
(Fri. & Sot. Evening
Only-Sept. 13th 8. 14th)

ALL YOU CAN EAT CATFISH $4

I

-Every Fri. & Sat. Evening
1906 Coldwater Rd

759-1 864

Last Spring. the Murray State men's team
went 33-9 in regular
season play,seven No. 1
seeds in the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament,
won six of nine 'possible
titles on its way to a
record sixth consecutive

Terry's Paint & Decorating
Presents

"How To Hang Wallpaper"
Tuesday, Sept. 17, 7:00 p.m.
•rie fast and easy way to hang your own wallpaper from Seabrook
•sentative, Dean Briggs.

OVC team title, and had foe e.astern Kentucky.
one player tie the Racer Either Illinois State or
career wins record at Tennessee-Martin will
150.
round out the eightHow do you follow team contest.
that?
Last year's team winHead coach Bennie ner was the University
Purcell has no definite of Miami (Ohio), but,
ideas yet, but a seventh according to new NCAA
conference title this spr- legislation handed down
ing definitely is on many this year, two-day tourminds.
naments count as two
The Racers- will kick spearate playing dates.
off the fall 1985 season The Racers already
with the fourth annual have their 35-date
MSU Invitational Tour- schedule prepared,, so
nament at the varsity this year, individual
courts on Sept. 21-22. winners will be named,
Teams invited are: rather than team
Louisville, Vanderbilt, winners.
Indiana, Southern
"This is the 21st year
Illinois-Carbondale. we've had a tournaarea rival Western Ken- ment," coach Purcell
tucky and conference said. "but in the past.

It's Fun And It's Free!
Capacity Is Limited So Register Now

7.75%

Call 753-3321

A.P.R.

Financing

SPECIAL
IT
NO 3LIM
Days for the Price of 1
Rent all the movies
you want!
53.00 Ea. Movie Rental
Non-Members
k
52.50 Ea. Movie Rental
Members
7
;4.2

a %vie
w;
t—av

Used Car Sale
10 Days Only
Starting Lucky Friday 13th
Ending 6 p.m. Monday, Sept. 23

All Used Cars
65 to select from

Pickup Fri., bring back Mon.

Weekend VCR Rental
Only

Over 1500 Movie
Titles & Growing

$9.95

While You're Here
Visit Our Private
Sound Proof
Recording Booth.

We're Your Proffessional
Movie Store

753-8201

,N
ti

RENTAL' SALES

CENTER

In House Financing
With Approved Credit

Hatcher
Toyota, lincoln•Mercury
515 South 12th
Murray/753-4961

it's been more of an
open individual tournament. This is the fourth
year we've had an invitational tournament
here."
The 1985 tourney will
be flighted with the
seeded players of each
team playing against
their own seeds.
Coach Purcell is
entering his 18th year as
director of the MSU's
squad.
This year's team will
be his youngest squad
ever:
"Without a senior on
the squad we'll be very
unpredictable for
awhile," Purcell said
recently. "Last year
Tony (Wretlund ) did a
fantastic job for us as a
freshman. But he's a
rarity: You don't ,often
have a freshman" who
can come in and do what
he did (play and win the
OVC at No.1 singles).
Wretlund will be lost
for an entire year as he
was drafted to serve a
required term in the
Swedish Army, his
home country's defense
service.
Also gone from last,
year's lineup, which
featured seniors Bobby
Montgomery, No.3, and
Steve Massad, No.4, will
possibly be No.5 singles
player Joe Carter.
whose status with the

team is uncertain.
'lessees,' Alabamas, In"We'll be looking at dianas and teams like
either Jens Bergrahm that close, our guys
No.2) or John Brunner were mature enough to
(No.6) to move up to pick up and go on even
No.1, but we're still hav- with a loss. With
ing our challenge mat- younger players we
ches and nothing is may get beat 7-0 and
decided yet.
they'll get their heads
And, even if down.
something is decided
"You never know how
this fall, Purcell has they'll react."
been known to pull a few
Because of this uncershuffles to produce tainty, and the return of
winners.
several strong OVC
"That's right," he squads like Eastern
laughed. "Nothing is set Kentucky and Middle
in stone around here: Tennessee, Purcell may
We'll have to wait and be faced 'with his
see how things go. My toughest defense of the
biggest concern is how OVC crown yet.
we'll react against some
"Ya. I might actually
of the big name schools. have to do some
"In the past when coaching this year," he
we've played the Ten- said with a smile.

Chiefs kick Raiders, 36-20
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (API— The resurgent
Kansas City Chiefs elected to throw their
haymaker at the strongest facet of the Los
Angeles Raiders. And it was the Raiders who
blinked.
The Chiefs did in a convincing 36-20 conquest of
their long-time rivals Thursday night with two
touchdown passes and a' club record five field
goals by Nick Lowery. Lowery made kicks
measuring 39, 22, 42, 58 and 21 yards.
Longest Field limits
A list tit the longest held goals in National Football League
histon,
tO - Toni Itemplry Nev. Orleans vs I ietroit Nov s 1971I
gEt
Steve Cos Cleveland vs Cancinnatt. Ott
last
Si. - Tony Franklin Philadelphia VS I/1414W
t979
Ss - I
Miller Baltimore vs San lisego.
las;!
Ss - N,ik l.oarrs Kansas City vs I. A Haider, s"pt 0 BOAS
.-
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100 Patterns

$3.75 up

7:30 5 30 MON. FRI.
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Orkallt0
Style
Rugs

5 Sizes!
Pl. V WOOD'PAINT
BUILDING MATERIALS
KITCHEN CABINETS
BATHROOM VANITIES
ROOFING MATERIALS
EXTERIOR SIDING
DOOR UNITS

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN

901/587-3000
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Keith Hernandez
couldn't have picked a
better time to break out
of his slump.
"I was hoping we'd
get something going for
me (in the ninth inn-*said Hernandez,
who hit a run-scoringsingle to lead the New
York Mets to a 7-6 victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals Thursday in a
tense battle of National
League East Division
,contenders.
The victory in the ruliber game of the threegame series lifted the
Mets into first place
over the Cardinals by a
game.
"That was a big win
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6-3. Pittsburgh routed
Chicago 10-2. and
Houston beat San Francisco 5-2.
Braves 11. Dodgers6
'NEW YORK i AP - The New York Mets
Brad Komminsk cap,won a coin flip - along with a game ped a six-run third innand
will be at home Monday, Oct. 7, for a
ing
with a three-run
onegame playoff against visiting St. Louis
homer as Atlanta
in
the event the teams finish the season tied
defeated Los Angeles
atop the National League East.and salvaged the finale
of a five-game series.
rThe Braves trailed 5-0
for us," said Hernandez, solo home
run.
and were in danger of
who was 0-for-11 before
Meanwhile, the Na- being swept in a series
his big hit before a tional League
West- for the eighth time this
largely delighted crowd leading
Los Angeles season before staging
of 46,295 at Shea Dodgers
saw their lead their rally in the third
Stadium.
drop to 8/
1
2 games with inning.
The Mets blew a 6-0 an 11-6 loss
to Atlanta ,. Zane Smith, 7-9, who
Wad and came back in while second-place
Cin- pitched three scoreless
the bottom of the ninth cinnati was beating
San innings, was the winner
after the Cardinals had Diego 2-1.
for the Braves in relief
tied it in the top of the inIn other action, Mon- of starter Joe
Johnson.
ning on Willie McGee's yeal beat
Philadelphia
Reds 2, Padres I

Mets win coin toss
to host East playoff

Buddy"Bell and Tony
Perez knocked in firstinning runs and Jay
Tibbs scattered seven
hits in eight innings to
lead Cincinnati over San
Diego.
Reds player-manager
Pete Rose, who braise
Ty Cobb's all-time hit
record Wednesday
night, sat out Thursday
night's game because he
got littele sleep
overnight
Pirates 10, Cubs 2
R.J. Reynolds hit a
three-run homer, Mike
Brown added a solo shot
and relief pitcher Don
Robinson capped a sixrun eighth with a grand
slam of his own to lead
Pittsburgh over
Chicago.

American League

Yanks capitalize on Jays mistakes to win, 7-5
By ANNE CROWLEY
"After the sixth innAP Sports Writer
ing. everything breaks
Th.e Toronto Blue loose," New York
Jays' cool, calm ap- Manager Billy Martin
proach to the pennant said. "You've got to
race lasted until a " watch a good team from
harmless little grounder the seventh inning on."
bounced up the middle
The Blue Jays had
to shortstop Tony come into New Vnrk
Fernandez.
confidently after sweepWhat happened next ing a three-game series
helped the New York from the world chain-Yankees come up with a pion Detroit Tigers for
six-run rally and a 7-5 the first time in their
victory Thursday night short history. They had
that left the Blue Jays even lengthened their
with just a 11
/
2-game lead over the Yankees to
lead in- the American 2/
1
2 games after New
League East and three York. lost 4-3 to
more weekend contests Milwaukee Wednesday
to play against the night.
second-place Yankees.
Things still were go-

McEnroe, Borg plan matches
MILWAUKEE ( API
- America's Sohn
McEriroe and Swedish
tennis great Bjorn Borg,
who between them hold
eight Wimbledon championships, will meet in a
six-day, six-city tour
beginning Nov. 12 in
Milwaukee, organizers
announced Wednesday.
The other five cities in
the tour were not
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SCOREBOARD

Hernandez breaks slump to beat Cards, 7-6

disclosed because arrangements were not
final. But Corey said the
following eight cities
,were in the running to
host the other matches:
Richmond, Va.: Tampa
and Jacksonville, Fla.;
Nashville, Tenn; Des
Moines, Iowa; MinneapoliS: St. Louis: and
Charlotte. N.C.

ing Toronto's way when a three-run homer by
the Blue Jays took a 4-1 Ron Hassey.
lead into the seventh.
"When I saw the big
Dave Stieb had given up hop, I started to back up
only two hits, and the and knew I couldn't
Jays had one out make the play myself,"
already.
Fernandez said of his
Then it all fell apart, first error.
starting when Sticb
"He could have maae
walked Willie Randolph it either way," said Blue
and Bobby Meacham hit Jays Manager Bobby
a grounder up the mid- Cox. "We had a bad
dle to Fernandez.
night. We gave them a
The shortstop fielded couple of outs. If you
the ball cleanly and ap- give them too many
peared ready to step on outs, they're going to do
the bag for the forceoat, that to you."
but then suddenly flip"You saw what happed the ball past startl- pened," snap* Stieb.
ed second baseman "There'd not much to
Damaso Garcia, and say."
minutes later the bases
While the Yankees
were loaded whenStieb
walked Rickey were creeping up on the
.Blue Jays in the AL
Henderson.
• hit East, the California
Ken Griffey then
into a forceout at second Angels were doing the
as Randolph scored and same to Kansas City in
Don Mattingly singled the West.
The Angels Moved to'
in Meacham. Dave Winfield grounded deep to within two games of idle
short for a single, scor- Kansas City with a 5-3
ing Griffey, and when victory over the Texas
Fernandez threw the Rangers.
ball into short right field
Angels 5, Rangers 3
trying for a force at seIn Anaheim, Calif.,
cond. Mattingly reached Ruppert Jones tripled in
third and Winfield took Rod Carew for the winnsecond.
ing run in the seventh inThen came the killer, ning -for Mike Witt's

fifth straight victory in
a 13-7 campaign.
Donnie Moore worked
the final two innings for
his 26th save of the year.
breaking a club record
set seven years ago by
Dave LaRoche. Bobby
uricn also etched his
name in the team's
record book with his
146th career homer as
an Angel, and 10th th44
season, breaking Don
Baylor's mark.
Jones, who had, been
mired in a 1-for-24
slump, also doubled in
Carew in the first inning
for the Angels' first
score.
"The odds were with
me," Jones said.
"Things haven't been
going that well for me
lately."
The triple helped
spark a two-run rally
that overcame a 3-2
deficit.

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

llajor League Baseball Standings
Turon to
New York
6
1.)e
atitrin7i'"".
t
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

Marx League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Owosso
.n
W
L
h8 52
$a .53
73 64
71 67
69 71
61 77
50 90
West Division

Kansas City
California
tC
ja
ht
icia
ag
no
tt

79
s 6
52
9
71 41.
66 71
Seattle
65 74
Minnesota
62 77
Texas
51 69
Thursday's Games
Chicago 1. Minnesota 2
Baltimore 3 Boston 1
New York 7. Toronto 5
California 5. Texas 3

Pct
GB
629 '619
1
533 13',
514 16
4113 19
442 26
357 3f,

55
77
2 2
511
•14
493 it
468 14
446 IV.
367 2$i,

Friday's Games
Minnesota Portugal 1-2 and Schrom
t2 at
Cleveland 'Wardle 6-7 and Heaton 16 • :1 1-n.
Baltimore , McGregor II 12, at Detroit • Berenguer
4-4,. Inn
Toronto,Cl
- ancy 7-4, at New York , Niekro 15 , n
Boston , Lollar 7-9 , at Milwaukee Leary 0-11
n:
Texas n Hough 14 141 at California I Sutton 13
.fl
Chicago ,Seaver 2310. at Seattle n Young 11 14 • • n
Kansas City I Gubicza 12 7. at oakland itny.n 5-2,
ni
Saturday's Gamess
Minnesota at ('Ieveland 2
Baltimore at Detroit. 2
Kansas City at Oakland
Toronto at New York. In
Boston at Milwaukee .11 ,
Texas at California. in
Chicago at Seattle. Inn
Sunday's Games
Baltimore at Detroit
Minnesota at Cleveland
Toronto at New York
Boston at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Oakland 2
Texas at California
Chicago at Seattle

New York
St Louis
Montreal
Philadelphia
Chicago
Pittsburgh
los Angeles
Cincinnati
San Diego
Houston
Atlanta
San Francisco

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Divisor,
W L
84 54
63 55
74 64
68 69
66 72
45 91
West Division
82 56
73 64
71 66
69 70
59 80
85

Pct
609
601
536
496
478
331

thersdae's Games

4.
Saturday s Games
San Diego at Houston
St Louis at Chicago
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh in
Los Angeles at Cincinnati. n I
New York at Maltreat nn'
San Francisco at Atlanta. in
Sunday's Games
New York at Montreal
Philadelphia .• Pittsburgh
San Francisco at Atlanta
Los Angeles at Cincinnati
St Louis at Chicago
San Diego at Houston , n

llajor League Baseball Leaders
AMERICAN LE AGUE
BATTING 1335 at bats, - Boggs. Boston.
365
Brett, Kansas'City...343. MatIoigly: New- York
. 526.
RHenderson, New York, 325. Bochte. Oakland.
311
STOLEN BASES Henderson. New York. 67
Pettis, California. 411. Wilson. Kansas City. 46,
Unifier
Cleveland. 38, 1-Smith. Kansas City. 34
PITCHING AI decisions, - Guidry New York
19-5. 792. 307. Saberhagen. Kansas City 17-6 739
281. Higuera. Milwaukee. 13-6 684. 408. Leibiandt.
Kansas City. 15-7. 682. 2 76. Burn., Chicago. 17.S. and
3.53
SAVES - Quisenberry, Kansas City
.33, Her
nandez Drtroit. 2A. Blames Chicago 26. DMoore
Callfurrua 26 Righetl] Neu 7,rk 25

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING n 335 at . hats - McGee. StItouis.,, 362
(luerrerci." Loa •Angelea. T21. Fferr. StLouis 312
Barnes. Montreal. 310. Sandberg: Chicago. .307
STOLEN BASES - Coleman. StLouls. 93. Raines
Montreal 56. Samuel, Philadelphia. 45. Sandberg
Chicago, 45. Lopes. Chicago 44
PITCHING .11 decisions - Franco. Cincinnati
12-2 '157.1 63. Gooden. New York, 20-4. 833.168 Her
shin:5er. Los Angeles 14-37 824. 213. Welch, Los
Angeles. 10-3. 769. 233. BSmith. Montreal. 15-5. 750
2 47. Darling, New York. 15-5 750 275
SAVES - Reardon. Montreal. 34. LeSmith
Chicago 28 ['Smith Houston 22 Gossage.
Sac
I 'ice, 22 Sutter Atlanta 22

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

7.5% A.P.R. Financing*
Or $1000 Cash Back

3PIP
vAll Warmups
vAll Tennis
Shirts & Shorts
vAll Running
Shorts, Tops & Suits
v40 Selected Styles
of Athletic Shoes

7.5% Financing or Cash Back
Also Available On These 1985 Cars
In Stock:

This is the sale
you've been waiting
to shop. All your
favorite name brands
and the quality you've
learned to expect.

DENNISON-HUNT

Plymouth Reliant
LeBaron GTS
Dodge Omni
Plymouth Horizon

CHRYSLER
Plymouth

SPORTING GOODS

1203 Chestnut St
Phone 753-8844
Murray Ky 42071

Paducah Off-Price Mali
3200 S Beltline
Paducah.Ky 42001

2935A Fort Campbell Blvd
Phone 886-7699
Hopkinsville.Ky 42240

Paris Square
Shopping Center
Paris.Tn 38242

Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge
*Financing Through Chrysler Credit Corp.

•

.14-•

1
3
2
1 1984 Demo

604 S. 12th
753-7114

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

10
25%
18
38

New York 7 St Louis It
Cincinnati 2. San Diego 1
Montreal 6 Philadelphia 3
Pittsburgh 10. Chicago 2
Atlanta 11. Los Angeles 6
Houston 5, San Francisco 2
Friday's Games
SI Louis 'Forsch 6-6 at Chicago n-Trout
8-4.
Los Angeles n Hershiser 14-3 and Pena
0-01 at Cow in
nati 'Soto 12-15 and McGaffigan 1-2..
2. 4 t-n n
New- York , Aquilera 7-5 and Leach 2-3,
at Montreal
n Smith 15.5 and Schatzeder 24., 2 'I-n,
Philadelphia , Denny 10-11 n at Pittsburgh
'Walk
1.2, In,
San Francisco 'Blue 5-6, at Atlanta
Barker 2-7,
n
San Diego 'Thurmond 6-6, at Houston
• Scott 16-7
n

Now's The Time To Own
A 1985 Chrysler Fifth Avenue

°?1,,)

-

594 533 84
511
1
496 134
424 234
38928',

Year End Clearance!
+ Plus

9

BMW

*rem

CHRYSLER
Plyninuiii

neases10.20.
. 111
1
• 111PIPANW"

FRI1141 sEPTE1111ER 13, nix.)

OUTDOOR LIFE

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Home Owned-Home Operated
753-1342
Hwy. 641 S. Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 1-6

4

We Reserve the Right to Limit
Quantities
Some items May Not Be Exactly
As Pictured
.•••

Good Through Friday, Sept. 10th

Uncle Jeff's Sporting
Goods is this area's
official Distribution
Center for Boy Scouts
of America
and
Girl Scouts of
America. Stop in for
all your scouting
needs.

•Bows• Arrows
•Broad Heods• Arrow
Fletchers•Releases
'Stabilizers'Sights
•Gui vers•A rinIii_lL.__2.s..cardte.;f4
rwait
•E!ctra Strings
•Bow Squares
•Scents•Camo Paint
•Range Finders
•Fanny Packs
'Practice Targets
•Binoculers•Tree
Stands, Climbers IL Seats••
'We've got the equipment .
& knowledge to help
make your hunt a
successful one!

Insulated
Camo Clothing
for
Men, Women & Children
WE HAVE THIS
AREA'S
LARGEST
SELECTION OF
CA MO
CLOTHING.

4

jerry maupin

.
e
'
.-appie fishing is im- think once the current ing crankbaits, pig and
p ving by leaps_ and s t a_bliz_e s it will jigs antile_sPoonplug._
b unds, giving us an in- improve.
The larger bass seem
dication of what to exBefore the big to know what the lures
pect this fall.
drawdown started I was are and the only way I
,Most anglers are fin
catching sauger on all of could continually catch
ding their crappie along the main lake bars by them was by changing
the stumpy ledges and trolling and vertical every 1:-15 casts. I know
over sunken brush beds. jigging.
it sounds silly but that's
However some are
Black bass fishing has how it worked.
casting jigs' along the been pretty good and I
John and Oretha
same rocky shorelines expect the cool weather Gammon have been on
they fished this spring.
were having now will vacation and spent
The blood river area help a lot.
some long hours on
seems to be the hottest
Bass will become Lake Barkley chasing
spot to try your luck more active as the the bass.
right now because it of- water temperature
I don't know how
fers so many different -drops to a more ideal many they caught but
ledges. Blood r,iver bay level such as 65-72 Oretha did catch a
is virtually a lake in d e - gree s.• The beautiful 4 pounder.
itself v.sith -all , of the temperature ranges
Catfish are still hit- twisting, winding chan- from the low -80's to mid ting worms and cut bait
nels and excellent 70's in the big bags now fished alnng4he-bottom
drops.
so we don't have long to near the main river
You can find stump- wait.
channel and the old
beds from 2 feet deep all
We have been throw- creek channels.
the way down to 25 feet ing a variety of lures
It looks like some
LIMITS RECEIVED - Three local hunters bagged three limits of doves
and to be sure there are which includes, buzz- good fall fishing is headfish somewhere in baits, spinnerbaits, ed our way so let's go!
on opening day of dove hunting season. They are, from left. David Cathey,
•
Keith Black and Stan Bone.
between!
shallow and deep runnHappy Fithing!
I haven'theard much
on white bass anywhere
except in the Kenlake
area.
I know that's where I
have had the best luck
The squirrel season in who had bagged a total season.
year's hunter success local rainfall amounts,
.all, week. I found a few Kentucky opened with a of 2,8
07 squirrels.
The number of squir- ratio in the
first district and the date and seven right .bri the main river slight increase in the Eighty
five hunters rels harvested per was 2.061
squirrels per ty of spring freezes,
channel where an old .hunter success ration as checked
by conserva- hunter during the openplay an important role
creek cuts in.•
compared to 1984, ac- tion officers had bagged ing weekend of the 1985 hunter.
In the thirteen coun- in 'determining the
They..didn't work the cording to information their 'daily
limit of six seasifin (1.3141 was ties thatAnakt
LaThie_ituality- and amount of a
surface bait an P so
an
e three ninth district of
eastern mast crop, its matureto jig over the edges to Department of Fish and telepho
ne survey Is con- year average of 1.093
get a strike.
Wildlife Resources' ducted annually as a squirrels per hunter. Kentucky, the '84 hunter tion date and likewise,
success ratio for open- the number of squirrels
We caught several big regional law enforce- means
of subjectively During the opening ing
weekend was .496. which woodlands can
ones around the Eg- ment supervisors in an compari
ng hunter suc- weekend of the 1984 whereas
in '85 it drop- support in a given year.
gners Ferry bridge dur- informal telephone cess
on crpening season,the 1,928 hunters ped slightly
to .449. It
ing the morning hours survey.
weekend, and is not checked had harvested should
Biologists of the Kenbe
noted
that tucky
also. However. I don't
Over the weekend of related, to the squirrel 2.282 squirrels.
Department of
poor
weather
conditions
get to fish the after- August 17-18, conserva- hunter attitude
Fish and Wildlife
Slight increase in the such as
survey
high winds or
, noons 'on weekdays. „
tjon, officers. checked which is being con- hunter success -ratiorainstorins- are:factors Resources have been
Sauger fishing has 2.135 hunters in 114 of ducted
conducting statewide,
statewide during 1985 were noted that can
greatly affect
slowed a little bit but, I Kentucky's 120 counties, throug
mast production
hout the 1985 in the second, third.
hunter success. These
surveys since 1983. The
fourth, sixth and eighth factors can
create quite
surveys. are valuable
law enforcement an impact
on the data
because they provide indistricts, while collecte
d for informal
formation on fall and
decreases in the hunter teleph
one surveys,
winter food supplies
success ratio were noted which are
conducted to
in the fifth and seventh s
subjectively monitor which help biologists
project population
districts, as well as the hunter
success over the
trends that, ultimately
first district in far years.
affect the number of
western Kentucky, and
BuLas. .any____veteran
—squirrels airable to
the mountainous- ninthsquirrel iiiiiite-L.- 14.noWs,
hunters,
district in eastern the best
hunting of the
Kentucky.
year doesn't generally
The most recent mast
While considerably occur
until late production survey conmore hunters were Septemb
er when most ducted was completed
afield in '85 compared to
.nulLroa_ture mut squir- in December of 1984-.'84. during opening rels
congregate in their The data was collected
weekend in the 14 coun- favorite trees.
That's by biologists from
ties of the first district when
"Mr. Bushytail" across the state and
in western Kentucky, is most
active, and con- complied by Biologist
nearly the same number siderab
ly easier to Harold Barber. The
of squirrels were locate and
stalk, since survey revealed that on
harvested. In 1984, the he's
making all sorts of a statewide basis, 1984
655 hunters that were racket
cutting nuts and
was a poor year for
checked had harvested scamper
ing from limb
mast production. Pro1,350 squirrels; this to limb in search
of ripe duction ratings are low,
year, the 843 hunters mast,.
although some and in some cases the
checked had taken only good
CARSONS GET LIMIT - Jason Carson and Seth
early season hun- lowest since 1981. The
Carson, sons of Kenneth four squirrels more, or
ting does occur as the flowering dogwoods,
andtlaudia Carson, show off their limit of doves
they took while hunting on
1354, for a hunter sucopening day. This was at a private shoot. Each
black walnuts, white
boy used his own 20 gauge cess ratio of 1.606 squir- hickories ripen in early
shotgun.
September.
oaks,
and red oaks had
rels per hunter. Last
It should be noted
the lowest mast producVE.
though that elevation, tion ratings.
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Squirrel season opens with good hunting

We've Got
Everything For The
Bowhunter!

Is

fi.,hing line

Mray Ledger & Times

Shop early
while
selection
is best.
0\

41:*

We Buy, Sell and
Trade Guns

1

We Install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 512 S. 12th

headin' for Uncle Jeff's
To Do Me Some Tradin'!"

*Gunsmith Service
Good Supply of Used
Shotguns, Rifles,
Handguns.
NEW
Lowrance X-3
LCG Recorder

Cain's

0

SUPPLY

4,

Hare (leer return to China
PEKING (AP.) Twenty-two Pere David
deer, extinct in their
native China since 1900,
were flown here from
Britain, where the
species has been
preserved in captixity.

AMC-Jeep-Renault Inc.
-
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Boyer s
Tree Service
753-0338
Topping,

Deadwooding, Hedge
Trimming, Complete Removal,
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
Seasoned Firewood.
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Lord Howland, eldest
son of the Marquess of
Tavistock, said the
animals apparently
were healthy following
their flight.
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On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?
'Bass Hawk Boats
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The animals, donated
by his mother, had lived
at the Woburn Abbey
game park in Britain.
They are descended
from stock taken to Britain more than a century ago.
The deer is named for
a French Catholic
priest. Pere Armand
David, who noted a
small herd living in an
imperial game park outside Peking in 1865.
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Grand River, Yacht Harbor
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*Sailboats *Ski *Pontoon
*Fishing Boats
362-8206
362-8201
Hwy .453. Grand Rivers
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Where "Service Is Our Business"
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$27995
The X-3 L.C.D. Graph is the star of a new
generation of Sonar products from Lowrance.
This 'compact unit packs more power and
features than any other sonar on the market
that uses a Liquid Crystal Display.

Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hwy.641 South
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OUTDOOR LIFE
Kentucky Fish
WM-COMMIS:"
sion has,approved plans
for the Department of
Fist* and Wildlife
Resources to purchase
approximately •3,400
acres of bottomland in
Ballard County, Kentticki,adjacent to the existing 1,800-acre Peal
Wildlife Management
Area and seven miles
south of the 8,000-acre
Ballard WMA.
The proposed purchase represents one of
the state's most significant natural areas, accoding to Don R. McCormick, commissioner of
the fish and wildlife
department.
The area includes
Swan Lake, the largest
natural lake in Kentucky. This body of
water was discovered
and named by John
James Audubon in 1810,
when he accompanied a
group of Indians on a
swan hunting expedition
there.

There are several and wildlife funds, Mcsmalre-r-Tall aria'airmick says, adding
sloughs on the area, as that no general fund tax
well as stands of money is involved. The
cypress, bottomland bulk of fish and wildlife
hardwoods and open funds comes from the
fields currently under sale of hunting and
cultivation. "Wetlands fishing licenses.
such as this are rapidly
Two spearate tracts of
disappearing and neetr"lancizare involved in the
to be preserved , when purchase. Currently,
ever possible," McCor- The Nature Conservanmick said.
cy has an option on both
"Although waterfowl tracts. A non-profit conmanagement, along servation organization,
with goose and duck The Nature Conservanhunting, will be impor- cy often buys land for
tant on this area, its transfer to state and
potential for a variety of federal agencies. Since
year-round recreation government agencies
overshodows its use by often require lengthy
hunters," McCormick review and approval
added. "There is processes before land
already excellent can be purchased, The
fishing on the lakes in Nature Conservancy is
the area, as well as two able to act quickly when
established cam- Significant natural
pgrounds, and we intend areas become available
to develop facilities for and save these areas for
hiking, picnicking and ultimate public use.
wildlife observation."
"Finally, we would
The $3 million pur- like to express our apchase price for the area preciation to Mrs.
will be paid from fish Maurice Hinkle, whose

nerations Wide-By

jAther, the
Cummins, originally
purchased this area
many years ago," McAbigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I wrote to you three
Cormick said. "All KenIt's time we called a spade a Yes, many adults have that kind
tuckians owe her a debt years ago, telling you that a couple spade. Thanks for listening.
of attachment to a childhood
of gratitude for her will- can be happily married even if there
HAD MY SAY - thing.(It's not silly; old familiar
is a big gap in their ages because
ingness to sell her land
things offer security.)
that is what ha
.
ppyriedre- liem • --ffitAR
to !i public agency, 14
Because I "lisA 30-year-old marrtedWouran
and Jack was 61 when we married'- ten" doesn't
necessarily mean I once wrote to say she couldn't
where it can be enjoyed .10 years ago. Westill
love each other agree.
by all the people."
sleep without her tattered baby
dearly, and he treats me like a
blanket and felt sufficiently
Tourism Cabinet queen.
* *•
ashamed
to see a psychiatrist
We
now
have
a son named Andrew
Secretary G. Wendell
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 19-year-old about it. He asked her three
Combs noted that the Jackson. When I found out I was
questions: Is it hurting anyone?
acquisition of this area pregnant, we were so surprised we college student, and I've slept with a Is it harming you? Do
you enjoy
could
hardly
believe it. And yes, baby blanket for as long as I can
should have a positive
Jack is Andrew's father. I have been remember. I've taken it to summer it?
impact on tourism. "We
The psychiatrist assured her
faithful to my husband all these camp with me since I was 10, and
have every reason to years and
that
if it didn't hurt anyone,
will continue to be.
now I have it at college. I am
believe that the Swan
So you see, Abby, two people can fiSliamed to say I am still very much harm her and she enjoyed it, it
Lake property will be happy together regardles
s of their attached to it. I've tried to sleep was OK. I would add, "Is it
legal?"
enhance Kentucky's ages. I am enclosing a picture of without it, but I
feel like something
abundant tourism op- Jack, the baby and me.
is missing, and I can't sleeiS.
.
portunities and will proJANE McCARTNEY,DENISON,
Do many adults have this kind of
(Every teen-ager should know the
vide -Kentucky with
TEXAS silly attachment to a childhood truth
sex, drugs and how to be
another outstanding
thing? And what do you recommend? happy.about
For Abby's booklet, send your
DEAR
JANE:
Thank
natural attraction to bryou for
LOVES MY BLANKET name and address clearly printed
with
a check or money order for $2.50 and
ing in visitors who enjoy the progress report. The baby is
a
DEAR LOVES: I recommend long,stamped 139 cents)self-addressed
the great outdoors," beautiful, and you and Jack
envelope
to:
Dear
Abby,
radiate
Teen
happines
that
s.
Booklet,
you continue to sleep with
Secretary Combs said.
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
Not every 14-year-old bride it as long as you feel the need. 900314.1
The Department of can live happily ever after with
Fish and Wildlife a husband 47 years her senior.
Congratulations to your Jack
Resources is an agency
to the Todrism Cabinet. who treats you like a queen,and
is able to deal you a full house.

Federal hatchery reopens for public s use
COHUTTA, Ga. (API the universities of
- A former federal fish Georgia, Auburn, Clemhatchery reopened son, Tennessee_ North
Wednesday as a public Carolina State, Kenfishing hole and tucky and Kentucky
research center for State. The Tennessee
some of the South's Valley Authority also
leading universities.
has contributed funding.
The Cohutta Fish Hat"The success of public
chery in north Georgia.
where the federal fishing here will be imgovernment once raised portant," said Lewis,
2 milliort fish a year is who bas overseen the
stocking of two ponds
to be operated by
with hundreds of
University of Georgia,c
atfish.
faculty members, Rorrnie Gilbert of the School
No'fishing license will
of Forest Resources and be required, since the
George Lewis, head.of university has a special
the Aquaculture and permit. But anglers
Fisheries Department.
must pay a fee for each
The experimental fish caught and must
farm is a joint project of allow their fish to be

THE FAR SIDE

* * *

By GARY LARSON

DEAR ABBY: I am sick and tired
restoring the grounds at
of hearing that alcoholism is an
the hatchery.
"illness." It isn't; it's a vice, a moral
House, abandoned by weakness
and a lack of self-control.
the federal goverment Although chronic excessive
drinking
will be used as dor- can cause a number of diseases, it is
Lewis said this will mitories
for students not in itself a disease.
help determine how who
wish to study the
I wish someone who insists that
many fish to stock and breedin
g habits and alcoholism is a disease would tell me
when they should be growth
patterns of fish. what virus, bacterium or other
stocked. It also places
"An intensive two. micro-organism causes it. Or is it a
the center "in the posi- weeks
training course genetic disorder, inherited at birth?
tion .of the fish.farmer" here
Obviously, to classify alcoholism
for Students for
to better understand his
credit at the university as a "disease" portrays the drinker
costs, problems and suc- is
being discussed," as a "victim" who is not responsible
cesses, he said.
for the damage his drinking does to
Lewis said.
himself and others. Granted, this is
"It will be open for trout
very kind, but it is an undeserved
fishing in the winter,"
The principles of fish kindness, having no basis•in fact.
Gilbert said.
"gardening," where
The fact is,everyone has a choice
Ron Shinnick, fish are raised in 4-foot He can either
choose to drink or
manager of the station. cylinders, are to be choose not to drink. And
the person
has spent much of the --discussed at a workshop who chooses to drink more
than he
summer cleaning and scheduled for Oct. 23 at is able to handle is not an innocent
stocking ponds and the hatchery.
victim of a "disease." He is a selfish
-drunk-cif-MA own
weighed and measured
as part of a study on
rosrq of raising and selling f)sh.

4 •3

And then Jake saw
something that grabbed his attention.

--Pain can be a part of Alaskan fishing
SOLDOTNA. Alaska (AP ) - When the salmon
spawn in Kenai, the "combal fishing" casualties
:begin limping into the hospital emergency room
- here.
Along with checks, insurance forms and the
odd pi&T of skin, dozens of hapless fishermen
leaVe.a little something else behind:
Fish hooks.
Enough fish hooks plucked from various spots
on their bodies to fill a big felt board put together
by emergency room workers at the Central
Peninsula General Hospital.
"They're all little owies," emergency room
worker Charlotte Green says of this summer's
hook collection.
Owies? We're talking pain - with a capital P.
Forget bear stories. Bears just bash you around
and eat you. We're talking big. fish-goo-covered,
barbed hooks imbedded in every imaginable
spot.
How much pain? Pat McCrum,a recent visitor
from Sand Point, Idaho, was hustled into the
emergency room with a heavy metal lure dangling from his nose. Not the outside: the inside.
The ever-so-tender septum.
His wife had nailed him in the schnoz as he
stood behind her. Then she gave -it a few yanks,
trying to get it unsnagged.
"It hurt so bad I couldn't even yell," McCrum
said.
Then there's the woman who showed up with a
large hook through both lips.
"It was horrible," said nurse Judy Schell.
"That was one of the first ones this year."
Between May and October every year,
thousands'of fishermen from all over the world
make the trek to this little town of 3,600, which
sits about 160 miles southwest Of Anchorage on
the Kenai Peninsula.
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Happy Couple
Bridges Gap

State to purchase land in Ballard Dewy
14:y
The

FRID4 SEPTEMBER 13, 1985

WE SHOULD BE GRATEFUL
THAT WE'RE LIVING AT
THIS fOINT IN HISTORY

The rivers and streams are spawning grounds
for king.-silver and red salmon, and Soldotna sits
near some of the best accessible fishing in the
state.
That kind of accessibility in a mostly inaccessiple state has a price. Fishermen stand
shoulder-to-shoulder in places, flailing the
waters in unison to avoid tangles - combat
fishing at its finest. Sometimes it works. When it
doesn't, somebody gets to meet the staff at Central Peninsula where wire cutters and pliers are
standard pieces of emergency room equipment.
Most patients are adults. Schell says, and
while some hooks are removed from areas not
normally exposed to sunlight. most are found in
hands or heads.
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WHERE ARE YOO GOING?
THE MOVIE ISN'T OVER YET

THE MOVIE MOVER
WHEN THE POPCORN
15 F1141514E17

MOMair
It*

eriNow4a.
BENSON CATCHES LARGE SAL GER - Erie
Benson is shown above with a four pound %auger
which he caught recently on Kentucky Lake.

For All Your k •
Taxidermy
Needs

PIP

YOU HEAR? \c YOU MEAN
THE NEW FLAK
A JACKET
JACKET SAVED
.6AVEP HIM
A SOLDIERS LIFE
FROM A
ON THE ARTILLERY
205-MM
RANGE YESTERDAY
SHELL?:

CALL A PRESS
CONFERENCE!
THE PLISL IC MUST
HEAR ABOUT THI5!

(

I L EA N ED DOWN TC
PICK LJP MY JACKET
ANDTHE SHELL WENT
RiGHT OVER ME

Wallace's Taxidermy
"Your Satisfaction Is Our Satisfaction"

Deer Mount Specialists
Coles Campground Road
Murray
753-6491

UJALg-f
500N05 T comING
GOOC
,
RIGHT UP

•Dry Storage in Wet Slip •No Weight on Docks
•For Private or Commercial Docks •A Clean Boat
Conserves Fuel and Retains Value
Cypress Creek, New Concord, Ky.(502)436-2213

%-lt-IS:31SNNS

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing,
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Setvice, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
Rt. 1 Nordin(SO2)474420 or 074-2211, Ext. 171

Pittman
Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

47" THE LAKE
TNE/$100Att6Ain,ref
CAR4VAN MEA „574PE„,
ill
,

fk

410 N.4th
753-8346-753-6779
• A.E.ILVE

-*-

IT REALLY 15 AN
OLD PRiEND

BEEN AROUND
THAT LONG

1

-
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DWAIN TAYLOR
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753 261 /

Help Wanted
6
IF you are not earning
$440 per week or more
call today! Dis-trict
Sales Manager position
open for The_Au_to_Club
of America. Unlimited
earnings potential and
automatic increases
each year. This is not
insurance. No overnight
travel. For more information call now
AC, 502.443-7365. extention 500. Ask for
Charles-Poole.
JANITORIAL work,
part-time, mornings,
15-20 hours per week.
Send P.O. Box 8481,
Paducah, KY. 420028481.

20. Sports Equipment

24

Miscellaneous

USED dinette tables
STOM Golf Clubs.
and chairs, twin beds,
new, 2 sets. Tour model,
school desks ,recliners,
cavity back. 2 thru PW,
do it yourself with
rockers, chests, ranges,
Dynamic Stiff Shaft,
. Classic. -blade,
tables, end tables,
muscle back; 1 thru SW,
Dynamic Stiff Shaft.
lamps
'
, couches and
$250. Both $400. 759-1009.
chairs. Hard back and
paper back books. For
PADUCAH Gunshow.
NEEDED immediately 64
the best prices and best
Sept. 14-15 at the Jaycee
people seriously interused furniture and apCivic Center. Paducah.
ested in losing weight.
pliances shop Trash and
Further
Ky.
informaCall 1-800-992-9991.
Treasure, 806 Coldwa
tion McCann Shows,
502 - 85 1 - 3 377 Ertretn-'‘.--"ter Road, 753-4569.
5 Lost ami Found
prizes.
LOST 3 1,2 year old
REMINGTON 1100 12
electric Tappan stove
German Shepherd.
gauge shotgurt Call
copperton- $60, 4 drawer
female. Lost in area
753-7161.
chest & mirror $30,
South of Paradise -Rebaby beds (new &
sort. Anyone knowing
used), several golf
2 2 . Musical
the where s,abouts call
carts, many other
TUMBALL pianos &
753-0159.
. ,
items. May be seen at
plumbers. Sob location'
organs. Check our
LOST large German
Thweatts Service Sta
Fulton,
502Phone
Ky.
prices before you buy.
• Shepherd dog at 121 &
tion 753-2720.
472-1038.
Thurman Furniture, 208
Roy Graham Rd. Call
I BARBER chair, $200.
Main St. Murray 753753-0858 or 753-8943.
Call 759-4502.
4834.
REWARD. Missing
TRUMPET and case,
front Lakeview Cottage
27: Mobile Homes for Sale
perfect for beginner in
Resort area, Happy, a
band. Call 753-5950 or
LIGHT cleaning. Call
I2x65 HOLIDAY, 2 BR
tri-color, wire hair
753-9756.
after 6p.m. 753-6113.
'one extra large). 2
terrier, has medical
bath (one With double
problem. Please call
sink ), large kitchen &
502-436-5876.
10 foot vinyl
24 Miscellaneous
living area. Central air.
gutter only
INSURANCE
6. Help Wanted
range & refrigerator.
10 SQUARES red
SALES CAREER
Other extras. Must be
shingles. Call 753-3913.
CECS SERVICEMAN. 2
moved. Unfurnished.
Financial help while training
12`x14" STORAGE
years experience & a
advance
commission.
building constructed 'of. 436-5446.
thorough knowledge of
14x70 CITATION motile
vested
renewals
masonite siding, salt
D.C. transmission, anhome, excellent condiA M13 A
excellent comtreated lumber for
alog & digital theories,
Co.
Murray Lumber
tion, many extras. Must
pany Complete line of A &
flooring & asphalt
logic schematics. lrF
104 Maple St
see to appreciate. Call
H and Universal Lite Pro
shingled roof. Call after
tegrated circuits, prinMurray, Ky.
759-1854.
ducts Including major
5p.m. 759-1293.
ted circuit board commedical and nursing home
I BR mobile home.
WHIRLPOOL
ponents & hardware as
policies For appointment
$1000 or best offer. Call
microwave oven with
well as software theory.
call Sharon: Mon Fri. 9
753-8780.
700 watts cooking
Ability to. interpret ana.m.-11:30 a.m.
1/2 ACRES land with
d, or rewire automapower, only 14.50 week.
502-781-7270
2 mobile homes, out
tion systems building
Rudoph Goodyear, 753
building, deep well.
drawings & schematics
0595.
111.500. 10 minutes from
primarily Barber WOOD for sale, $2S
Pine Bluff, 1 mile off
Coleman & Honeywell.
REPS needed. For busdelivery, $20 you pick
444. Call 436-5895.
Ability to use this
iness accounts. Full'up. Located close to
knowledge-andel,- -ab- ti1ite-$007000--to---$80-.000'.
-fown:153-2435.--normal & emergency
Part-time $12,000 to
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
2 LOTS Murray Memoconditions. Must have
FOR SALE
$18,000. No selling. Repay cash. Bidders will be prepared to comprial Gardens Cemetary.
valid drivers license.
peat business. Set your
Call after 5p.m
12x60 Holly Park, 4
ly. promptly with these terms.
Apply at Pers
‘onnel
own hours. Training
436-2369.
acres woods, very
Services. MurraY State
Frank L. Ryan
provided. 1-612-$38-6870.
8 FT. flouresced lampUniversity, Murray,___
Master Commissioner
Mon -Fri. 8A.M. to
private, large deck
$1.75.
each.
4
ft.
flouresKy. 42071. EOE/MF.
'5P.M. CST.
Calloway Circuit Court
and patio, good
cent
lamp$1.50.
Coffee
EASY ASSEMBLV
WOULD like sonteone
Bud. Donna.
table, end tables &
well
with
new
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
to live-in with rny sister.
couches- $35 Sr up.
anti Jes..ica
Guaranteed payment.
Room and board plus
pump, central air
•
Bedroom
suites
with
2
Notice
Notice
2
NO experience/no
salary. Call 753-1488., day
bed.chest. dresser. box'
and heat with new
sales." Details- send selfor night.
springs & mattress.
7Elt change over tires.
3
ton air cond. unit.
addressed
stamped
enTIRE SALE
$175. Solid oak tables &
NO CREDIT
205-75-R15 All Season
9. Situation Wanted
celope; Elan Vital- 332,
10
x 20 storage
chairs,
old kitchen
Grand AM
Radials -as low as $250 a
3418 Enterprise Rd., FL
CHECK!
WILL clean home, good
cabinet with porcelain
bldg., washer &
set
installed.
Rudolph
Pierce,
Radial GT
Fl. 33482.
LIMITED OFFER MC VISA
references. Call
pull-out top, antique
Goodyear 753-0595
dryer, wood stove,
ESTABLISHED tree
Now Save 25°..
753-8642.
Recieve a MasterCard or Visa
couches, used freezers,
firm will hire a
700
credit card regardless ot you.
ft. road front, 5
refrigerators,
WILL
do any kind of
washers
ECONOMY TIRE
qualified tree climber
Past credit history or present
& dryers. George Hodge
house cleaning or busimiles
Jim
from Murray.
Suiter
&
marital
status
with min. 5 years
753-8500
& Son, Dixieland Shopness offices. Ek:Eilo SAP. onus
Will sell furnished
proven experience. Call
Jerry
Henry
will
ping Center, 753-4669.
perienced. References.
Account Required'
753-0338.
or unfurnished.
Call afternoons 492-8360.
AC -Brokers. Industrial
be
GUARANTEED,
in
our
. WILL do babysitting in
Rd. now offers lawn
753-0153 or
LIVE-in companion to
For application call
showroom
renovation service'. We
• my home. Call 753-1316.
take .care of 38 year old
LREDIT
492-8738
new__
--nian-with -- .. WILL -do housecleankig,- Jyp S78c
from 6:30-8:00
-plant---feed
material
thatexperienced.
arthritisdependastarting
Oct:
(toll free)
David
is extremely fast acting
Mon., Tues.,
3 BR. 2 bath double wide
ble. references. Call
28. No experience
/
Cathie,
on soil P.H. To have
on 38 acres more or less
753-6043.
necessary.
Must
have
Thurs.,
Fri.
healthy, durable grass
For
Central heat & air,
transportation. Will pay
,
10. Business Opportunity
you must have a good
ONTETOLOGI by
; Free
stove, refrigerator.
PURDOM
$300 per week. If interP.H. in your soil. We
dishwasher, new carpet
LaDora, a new hair
ested write to Maurice
istimate.
SMALL
country
grocMOTORS, INC.
offer complete service.
& satellite system. Also,
salon Cut set$10 00.
Sweet RR 02, Box 34.
435-4354
ery with large invenOlds Porii Cad Etwck
We will aroate fertilize,
a
Perth-5-125" 75306587-1135
connected 32x24
Herrin, DI. 62948.
tory, making money. 2
After 6 P.M.
lime, spray for unpartially roofed deck.
and evenings by apLOCAL company exor 3 bedroom house
wanted vegatation,
pointment. Closed Sat.
large utility house & a
panding. needs to hire
attached. Bell City
prepare seedbed &
20x40 barn. Located in
20 to 30 people in the
area. 442-7569.
seefding. Call 753-4533
Puryear,
next two months. Manday. 759-4640 night for
5221.
1 1 . Instruction
agement positions
free estimates & re3 BR double wide near
available. If you like
LYNDIA Cochran
ferrals. We want -you to
Ky. Lake at Hamlin.
public relations work.
Dance .f.r Gymnastics.
have a beautiful lawn.
Ky. Call 753-8964 leave
helping other people
Register now. 753-4647.
CERAMIC
glazes,
unmessage anytime.
and earning a good
der glazes, stains &
'73 MORGAN trailer
income send your reStart At
14.Want to Buy
fiesta
oils,
brushes.
12x60, furnished. ligth
sume to P.O. Box 630
FORECLOSURE? We
sprays, palette & books:
Murray Ky.
pole, box & underpinhave an investor that
Per 1000
Call before 9:30a.m.
ning. Good condition.
will make up your back
753-6744.
Call 345-2037.
payments for an
CORANODA electric .
NICE 12x55 mobile
ownership interest. You
range- 2 ovens. $125.
home. 82.500. Call 759stay. Dial Mary Jane
Call 436-2179.
Must be able to
4731.
753-1492
at
Century
21
Martin, TN'
FARMERS• land
OR rent, 2 BR, 14x55, 1
work quickly &
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
11 Ft. Snark
owners. Call AG
1/2 miles on 641 S. Call
587-2301
M
I am looking to buy 3
correctly in a high
BRokers,
Industrial
Rd.
753-6156.
"Mayflower"
202 So. 5th
books.
If
anyone
has
for
soil
testing
service,
volume
area with
Complete with
753-4872
them to sell please call
stacdust sales, .spread28. Mobile Homes for Rent
verbal grill orders.
trailer &
me at 753-2816. I want:
ing service, lime
2
OR 3 BR, furnished.
Apply at Personnel
"Kerry" by Grace
accessories.
spreading, culvert pipe.
1477-Teramics Christ
AC/natural gas. Shady
Livingston
Hill,
"The
etc.
We
want
to
hours
Mon-Fri
do
mas
Services, Murray
Oaks 753-5209.
dICHI-Ve
Subsitute Guest" by
business with you.
lp.m.-9p.m . Tues
State University,
TRAILERS for rent.
FAM)iUil
Grace
Lima's
Livingtston
Ara
Hill,
Located
across
6p.m.-9p.m. 94 East 24
from
Couples only please
Hoult-Woot
EOE/MF.
"To Love and To
Farris Grain. Call 753miles. Phone 474-8827
Dills Trailer Court 7534533 Day. 759-4640 night.
Honor" by Emlie
9104.
Loren. I also have a
1.1KSCUE hay & King
walker for sale.
EXCELLENT opporwood stove. Call 75330. Business Rentals
WANT to buy a port a
5463.
tunity for an aggressive
crib or_play pen, in good
sales representative.
FREE tree tops for
CREEK VIEW
condition. Call 7539600.
Must have knowledge of
firewood to the right
micro computers- harIndividual. Call 753-0640
SELF
15. Articles for Sale
dware & software. Very
after 5p.m. ask for Tim.
attractive
STORAGE
commission
GOOD
WRIRLPOOL
used
washer
17
&
Cu.
ft.
ACROSS
34 Pedal digit
Answer to Previous Puzzle
rate. Full or part-time
Hwy. 641 N.
dryer, will sell
refrigerator with tex35 Spanish article
STE M
BO A
FARE
positions available. Call
24 hr. private entrance
seperately. Also, centured
steel
door, only
1 ugly, old
36 Capuchin
for interview 901-644tral air-conditioner unit
A
A
18.00 per week. Rudolph
753-6734
woman
monkeys
9 I 40.- Tomarrow
for mobile home. Call
Goodyear 753-0595.
A
sE
4 Former Russian 37 Web-footed
Systems. Inc. Paris, Tn.
753-4684.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
rulers
A
A
32. Apts for Rent
bird
GIRLS with party plan
RIDE-a-bed couch.
duty washer with 4
9 Anglo-Saxon
experience please call
A
A
39 Mountains of
A
rocker recliner and '72
1 & 2 BR apt. near
cycles. only. $6.00 per
-money
us for a new concept if
Europe
Chevy Impala. Call
downtown Murray.
week. Rudolph
A
A
12 Constellation
interested
in
work
less
after 4p.m. 759-4803.
Adults only. Call 753Goodyear, 753.0595.
42 Singing bird
'& higher commission.
13 Foreign
4109. 762-6650, or 436JR. clothes for sale.
43 Finishes
We
A
will
train
will
&
A
16.
you
Home
A
A
E
Furnishings
T
14 Outfit
2844.
Sizes 3, 5 and 7. Call
44 Animal coat
find your experience
15 Colonized
A
A
753-5086 after 5p.m.
1 BR furnished apt.. air
SALE on all recliners,
46 Himalayan
helpful
earning
in
extra
17 Storehouse
conditioned. College
LIGHT pole & meter
easy chairs & bedding
A
mammal
dollars
fast.
Average
19 Pay attention
boys preferred. No pets.
box for sale. Call 753In stock. New fall
earnings. part-time.
OR
48 Venture
5637.
121 North, next to fair
20 Jump
shipments now arriv$300-$500
weekly.
Set
51 Likely
C 0, N TA M
A
grounds. 753-3139.
ing. In addition to our
21 Prophet
ISFEW-ME175-TrieT
your own hours. 502-44252 Royal
2 BR, 2 bath apt..
bedroom suites we also
R U E IMP A
insert, $425. Call 753K S
23 Genuine
2443.
54 Uncooked
central heat & air.
stock odd chests,
• 1794 after 4p.m.
27 Damages
appliances & partial
dressers & beds. Big
55 Affirmative
4 Story
OAK & hickory. firwood,
29 Call
utilities furnished. No
saving on all Other 5 Winter vehicles
DOWN
you haul $20 a rick. Call
56 Strong, low
30 Either
pets. 753-3949.
furniture.
Carraway
437-4829.
6
Succor
carts
vetch
31 Bitter
Possesses
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd
2 BR duplex in Nor7 Concerning
QUASAR microwave
57 Hurricane
32 Cause of
2 Metric measure
753-1502
thwood, $285 per month.
Needed for local
oven, de-luxe with
8 Scoffing
center
distress
3 Collects
Call 759-4406.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
carrousel, 5 year
9 African mammal
automobile
duty dryer with 3 temp
TAKING applications
warranty, less than 1
10 Tear
dealership.
selections, only $4.00
for Section 8. Rent
year old. $200. Call
11 Goddess of
per week. Rudolph
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
Send Resume to
753-6543.
infatuation
Goodar, 753-0595.
BR. Apply Hilldale
QUEEN size Serta
16 Duration
P.O. Box 1040-M,
Apts., Hardin, Ky
mattress, box springs
18 High
19. Farm Equipment
Murray, Ky.
E qual Housing
with frame. Call 75320 Shakespearian
0)«rtunity.
42071.
2987
1975 350 CASE dozer. 6
king
T"o bedroom brick
way
blade,
good
I-IAILROAD
condities.
3
21 Wool-bearing
NEED extra money?
duplex, two miles east
tion
Call
354-8600.
grades;
$7.
$9
&
$12.
Call
animal
You can make $1.000,
of Murray.
753-2905
or
435-4343.
14-FARMALL
tractor
22 Betimes
$2.000. $3,000 in October.
$175/month, 8175 dewith two-row new Ideal
SEASONED firewood.
24 The ones there
Call 502-443-6469.
posit. 753-1566
corn picker. Gravity
oak. hickory, mixed
25 Loop
PASCHALL Truck Line
Flow
wagon
heavy
hardwoods
duty
$30
/rick
26 Emerald
Safety Department is
33. Rooms for Rent
classic with High
delivered. Mth. order 2
28 Norm
looking for experienced
ROOMS
for girls or
Flotation
tires.
ricks.
J.I.
Call
John Boyer
33 Hastens
road drivers.
boys near university.
Case flat bed wagon
753-0338
34 Agony
Qualifications: 25 years
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894
with side boards
SLABS & Sawdust for
36 Dispatch
old. 2 years of recent
502-435.4462.
3 B RM. 2 bath. 1704
sale,. Mann Sawmill.
38 4;itit birds
over the road exFarmer. $400 per month
Call 901-986-3126.
perience. -cu_rrent
40 teases •
20. Sports Equipment
plus deposit-Call - 753.
SPECIAL bus bodies for
license &---gdnc?" driving
41 Scatter
3006 evenings.
65 LB. Pull Compound
- storage, $200. Call
record. Benefits: over
45 Lampreys
bow and all accessories
NICE 3 MR brick.
Taylor Bus'. Sales at
$.18 per mile, medical
48 Remuneration
Call 753•7161
fireplace in kitelfen, gas
753-9251.
insurance & vacation
47 Simian.
floor furnace. 2 car
IMTAVNING 20 gauge
pay. Applications will
-rSED Tappen drop-in
48 Golfers org
garage. 1 mile southest
double -barrel, $400.
stove with continuous
be accepted at the
49 Follows April
of city limits. Contact
Weaver 2X-7X and :Recleaning. Also, used
Murray Terminal, Hwy.
50 Female sheep
Robert Wiggins 753-4566
dfield 4X scopes, $50
641, Mon.-Fri.
small Frigidaire re53 Teutonic deity
after 8a.m. Saturday.
each. Phone 753-1866.
frigerator. Call 753-3906
8a.m.-5p.m.
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky. CAllou.say
Circuit Court Peoples Bank of Murray. Ky.
verquil 11,11a He Rogers and Caltriw.a.x..,
County. Ky. Defendant.
4.
Notice Of Sale
Br virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
August 9 Term thereof 1985, in the above
cause, for the sum of Six Thousand Seven
Hundred Sixteen and 52.'100 1$6.716.521
Dollars. with interest at the rate of $1.79 Diem
from the 6th day of March 1985. until paid and
- its cost therein I shall proceed to offer_for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 23rd day of September 1985, at 10:00
o'clock A.M., or thereabout, for cash, the
following described property, to-wit:
Beginning at a point in the West right of way
of .BenDeField Road, said point being the intersection of the West right of way of
BenDeField Road with the South right of way
of State Highway 121 the West right of way
of BenDeField Road intersects with the South
right of way of State Highway 121 a distance
of 813.98 feet from the intersection of the South
right of way of State Highway 121 with the
centerline of Highway 893; thence in a
southerly direction and continuing along the
west right of way of BenDeField for a distance
of 250.00 feet icia point; thenCe in a Westerly
direction 145.93 feet to a point; thence in a northly direction 254.25 feet to a point in the south •
right of way of Kentucky State Highway 121;
thence in an easterly direction and along said
right of way 145.98 feet to the point of
beginning.
This being the same property which Mark
Rogers obtained title to by deed of conveyance
from Lee Rogers. et irk. dated October 12,
1978. of record in Microfilm Book 159, Card 457
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway Coun-
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Vowel! &
• Son Inc.

'NoSW is a
good time to
lay-a-way an
Ashley wood
heating stove.
Complete line
discount
at
prices.

P

GRILL COOK

Purdom's Inc.

Call
753-9752
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'34. Houses for Rent
2 BR unfurn)Aed home,
central gas heat, insulation throughout. r•
$250 per month rent.
-$200- deposit,- -esii 153-9829.

41.

36. For Rent or Lease
25x60 BUILDING in
Murray. Call 489-2761
---after 6p.m. 38. Rats-Supplies
AFRICAN grey parrot,
1 1/2 years old, with
cage- $350. Call 753-0606
or 753-1396.
CHUMBLER'S Pet
Shop Dixieland Center
is now open. Call 7537601.
DOG obedience training
makes better pets. Fall
classes starting now.
Also, private training.
Boarding on inside
runs. 436-2858.

Met
cab!'
and

1
Litt
mo.
nice
clot
spei
iterr
pricr

40

Produce
APPLES, cider for sale.
Call 489-2467 Tucker
Orchard, Landfill Rd.

41. Public Sales

.GARAGE
SALE
Sat. Sept. 14
7:00-?
500 Broad St.
Couch (good condition, earth *ones),
lawn mower, gas
grill, clothes, shoes,
jewelry, lots more

Beh
Turn
4th.
clott
lots

MOVING
SALE
Rain or Shine
601 Ellis
Saturday Only
915
No early sales.

YARD
SALE
Sat. Sept. 14
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
1702 Dodson
TV.'s, typewriter,
chairs, boat, and
much more.

Yard Sale
606 S. 9th
Saturday Only
7-?
Plants, large &
small riding toys,
stereo,
hood,

stove
rug
&

crafts. No early
sales please.

YARD SALE
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium
View Drive
Items include office
desk & chair, pictures and misc
items.
Saturday 9-4
Will be held following
Saturday in case of
rain.

GARAGE
SALE
Sat.
8-4
602 Main St.

rt,
641
limit

SC
Clottends

4 3. F

Er5PFT
_ters-an
lion of I
price rr
Real E
753-1222
at 711 3,

46. Hi

Nrirtir
1/2 act
Good
out bu:
Coldwa
road.
489-2651
r7-1170
home
Kitche
tion,
bath, u
shop,
stove
TVA i
buildin
barn
horses
7 5 3
inform

ENJOA
view fr
bath
Pa nor
kitcher
den. I
price, Kopper
1222

Free
eveni
Noon
Fairgi
Frida
Shov

Furniture, glassware,
household items,
clothing, handmade
items, guilts, cast
iron pieces

Cli
Ye
Or
To
Dc

Garage
Sale
Saturday
1501 Beckett
(Canterbury Estates)
8:30-5:00
Fishing equip., tape
players,
toys,
clothes (all kinds Polo) - Lots more.

BACK
CARPORT
SALE
Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
- 509fS. 11th
Van seats camper top.
baby 47. glassware, Avon.
vacuum
cleaner,
stoneware badminton set.
basketball
&
goal
women's clothes. guilt
Oreces, jewelry and more

11=

wa
hal
car

•
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41. Public Sales

46. Homes for Sale
50. Used Trucks
49
Used Cars
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
rXTREMELY attrac
1976 WHITE Torl DENNIS McClure con1957 CFIEVY Bel Air 2
PAINTING - Paper STUMP REMOVAL
five 3 BR brick home, dr . H.T., white w/ red
pickup, excellent con- struction . roofing,
Wedding
hanging, commerical or SERVICE
lust now placed on Interior. Body only
dition. Call 759-4146.
Photography
painting, plumbing. rn.
residential. Free es- Mechanically removed
Mffriler.--coTraT-Preal & $1500. Call 435-4215.
1979 CH'EVY G-70 2 ton tenor or exterior
753-8298
timates, References 25 10 inches below the
air, appliances in
with flat bed or without. Phone 502-382-2689, Rt
1966 CADILLAC Sedan,
years
experi
ence,
CARTER
surface,
STUDIO
no
cluded. New roof in one of a kind, local, 1
damage
to
A-brakes 1.00-20 tires. 1, Sedalia.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
surrounding lawn
1984, $43,500. Contact owner. Sharp. Call 753300 MAIN ST. SUITE B
Call 354-8600.
FENCE sales at Sears
Larry Wood 753-0211
Free Estimates
Kopperud Realty 753
1 North 3rd Entrance
1982 CHEVY SIO now Call Sears 753-2310
7523.
41
/
2 miles on
1222.
pickup, power brakes & for free estimate for
759-19
1968 CADILLAC conRay's Drywall
83
94 East
HOME and 4 acres vertible. extra nice, will
steering, air condition- your needs.
Ross Construction
Sheetrar Hanging,
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
make wet basements
located 2 miles.
Thurs., Fri.
from trade_ Call 753-9872.
ing, pioneer sound
New homes,
Finishin
g,
Factory
Ceiling
authoriz
ed for
dry
Work completely
Murray. An . excellent 1974 DUSTE
system, 22,000 miles.
& Sat.
R. Call
Renovat
Tappan.
ions
Kelvirtat
Resident
Irrigation
or and
tal
guaranteed
Sprayed. ,
buy. Price just reduced to 492-8215.
Call (Jr
$6000. Call 753-8184
Metal desks, metal
Brown.
Service
All types repairs.
on gas
CAMPBELL WELL
write Morgan Con
$23,500. Phone Kopperud 1974
Free Estimates
1982 S10 Chey., 1980
FORD LTD, very
and
electric
ranges,
struction Co Rt 2. Box
DRILLING
cabinets, wood boxes
Realty, 753 1222.
759-4614 &
Ford Courier, 1979
Joe Pat Ray
good condition, will sell
microwaves, disMcKenzie, In
.409A. Paducah, Ky
HOME and 93 acres of
GMC, good condition.
75'3-65
and much much more
81
at a reasonable price.
753
0038
hwas
Collect
hers
CM
, re42001 or call 1-442-7026
fered for sale, through Call 759-4178%
Call 753-9872.
901-352 3671 or
frigerators, etc. Earl 1-,F.W_ING Machine
Kopperud Realty. Pro
Re- TIRING your mowers WILL do bush hogging
'72 CHEVROLET
901 352 5704
1974 PINTO. nice. $500
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753Call 753-8590
pair. All makes and
perty includes large 1969 Ford,
pickup, ps, pb, ac. Good
Frise Estimates
'riding 8z push, tillers.
good condi5341.
models. Industrial,
WILT, haul white rock
pond, several barns and lion, $300. Call 753-9872.
condition, $1700. Call
chain
saws,
small
enCUSTOM dozer wo;lc
home and bag closing
outbuildings. Price just 1975
753-9635.
gines and welding to sand, lime, rip rap and
LINCOLN Con GUTTERING by Sears. Call David or Jimmy
machines
40 yrs
reduced $20,000. Phone .-tinental
Moody:s Repair for masonary sand, . coal,
. 4 dr. Good 51 . Camp
Sears continuous gut- Madding 247-5188
experience. All work
dirt, gravel fill sand
ers
753 1222.
their
tune up and overir; ciandition, low mileage.
¶982 MINI motor home, ters installed for your DAVE'S WINDOM, guaranteed. Kenneth haul. Cherry Corner Call Roger Hudson.
LOW 70's, 4 BR, 2 full *Call 759-1454 or 753-0364.
Fri. & Sat.
24 ft., double air, rear specifications. Call CLEANING SERVICE. Barnhill, 753-2674, Road. 753-5668. Pickup 753-4545 or 753-6763
baths, sunkin living
1975 MUSTANG, new
bath, Chevy chassy with Sears 753-2310 for free Professional results. Stella, Ky.
8-12
room. Call between 9
paint, new brakes, new
Satisfied references. St.:WINO machine rep- & delivery. Work
350 engine, 21,000 miles, estimate.
and 5 753 2701.
Guaranteed.
1504 Parklane
exhaust, 4-speed, 4
Commer
cial & re- air, all makes and
like new. Call 753-0114.
NEW - & Nice
THNNEATT'S AlternaLittle boys clothes, 6
well
cylinder. Low miles,
sidential. Free esmodels. Residential &
planned 3 br, 2 bath
tor, Generator & Starter
Aluminum
mo. to 3 yrs. Lots of
$1600. Call 753-3648 after 52. Boats-Motors
timates. Call 753-9873 or individual work
house with 16822 great
Service i rebuilt & re6p.m.
436-2845
women's
nice
Guarantee. R. Wolff paired
Service Co.
room. Good neighbor
i Rt. MI, Almo,
1076 MONTE Carlo, 14'6"ASTROGLASS
436-5560 Murray, Ky.
clothes, stereo &
Aluminum and vinyl
Ky. 42020, shop (502 )753hood. Call 753 3903.
Bass boat, 50 H.P.
clean,
excellent
condiGuarant
Repair
eed
speakers,
misc.
siding.
Custom
trim
8742.
tion, practically new Mercury, fully equip.
Install new septic
items. Reasonable
work. thshironcos.
Service
ped. Must sell. ExcelLawn Renovation
tires. Call 753-6545.
On Car & Home Stereo
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
lent
prices
condition
Call
system
.
759s, repair on
1976 PONTIAC Grand
Landscaping
Why Not Visit
753-0689
World of Sound
Prix. tilt, cruise, air, 4813 after 5:30p.m.
old
system
s. 30
Profess
ional
Dill Electric
Extra good 2 power, AM-FM cass- 14' POLA-Craft John INSULATION blown in
222 S. 12th
For
your
boat,
next
electric
25
motor
h.p.
Johnson.
Design
yrs.
experi
ence.
by Sears. TVA ap753-5865
bedroom
brick ette. Call 753-9298.
tilt trailer. Call 753-9872.
need We have them up to 25
proved.
1979
Mowin
HLRSTg
Save
Olds
on
those
MULTILicensed by State
house, large lot, Special Edition Cutlass, 15' BASS boat, 50 h.p. high heating and coolh p We also can save you
!sigrD work on your
Reseeding
Evinrude motor, trailer ing bills.
much rnopey bv rewiridng your
FAMILY
Health
Dept.
ready to move into. $4900. Call 753-0309.
Call Sears trees" Topping. prunand depth' finder, $1600. 753-2310
Dethotching
motors We also repair all
for free ing, shaping, complete
1979 REGAL, one owYARD SALE
753-92
All recently painted
24.
Call 759-1965 or 753-9235.
makes of hand tools
estimate.
Bermuda Grass
ner, 42,000 miles. Call
removal and more. Call
16 FOOT Ebb-Tide, J.L. McKnigh
inside and out. Call 753-2513.•
Fri. & Sat.
You lose money by not
t 8z Sons BOVER'S TREE
Contro
l
bowrider, 65 hp Johnson, Sawmill on
55 Feed and Seed
trading with us
Poor Farm SERVICE for Pro1979 SILVER Camaro.
753-3796 Or see at
7 am.-?
Fall Weed
Holsclaw trailer, All Rd. Buyer of
Local car, bought new
standing fessional tree care.
FESCUE
Dill
Electric
certified John$2250. 1969 . Evenrude timber. Call 753-7528.
Behind Old Beale
806 North 18th
Spraying
in Murray. Cruise con753-0338.
stone, low endophyte
753 9104
Outboard 25 hp, excellent JOINER
Tune Up Shop, N.
trol, new tires, AM-FM
'S complete ODD job specialist.
Street,
Fall Fertilization
super grass. Limited
condition, $450. Call 436- tree
Nights 753 1551 or
cassette, rally wheels,
service, 32 yrs. ceiling fans, electrical,
4th.
Jewelry,
supply Broadbent Seed
2541.
Grub
Worm
753
4692
experience. Also
only 68,000 miles. $3500.
plumbing, fencing. You
Co, Cadiz Ky. 235-5182.
clothes, _car parts.
THE
ideal
starter
stumpsmectani
Control
cally name it. I do it. You
Call 436-2688 after 6p.m.
lots of everything
9iriFFE1771
Houseboat. 33 foot Seago- removed
- 17
7.5 6
Must sell.
10" below buy, I install. You
NICE 2 br, year round
Free Column
Leaf Removal
ing Service. 106 S' 10th
ing with large front deck, surface. Call
Frame home near lake,
1980 BUICK Regal
753-0366.
break, I fix. Call 436FREE. 5 cute kittens
753-9626.
Call
now
4 cyl. Volvo engine, air,
for
Free
storage building, deep
2868.
Limited, Somerset
shower, radios, tape
TREES trimmed or Call 753-4104
Estimate
well, garden spot, must
Package, AMFM cassplayer, excellent condiremoved.. Also, yard TO give away._ 3 month
ette, all power,tilt,
sell. $13,500. Call 436-5439.
BAILE
Y'S
tion. Under $10,000. See at
old black' male pup
work_ Experienced
cruise. Local one owTwo BR Bedford stone
FOREVER GREEN
Town & Country Marina
Free estimates. Call mother, registered colFARM
LUMBE
R
ner.
Excellen
condit
in Aurora, $48,000. Call
or 618-524-2533.
lie. Call 498-8231
436-2690.
.
LAWN SERVICE
tion. Call 753-7587.
354-8467.
SUPPLY
1982
626 MAZDA, 53. Services Offered
WHY rent? Only S2000
INTERIOR
Has tobacco
automatic, air. excelbuys 50% interest in a
P.O. Box 307
EXTERIOR
lent condition, owner. ALL type masonry
three
sticks
bedroom
-home!
If
$18.0
0
work,
block,
brick,
1 mile south on
753.3362
PAINTIN
G
Call 354-8600.
ever a home projected
concrete, driveways,
per hundred.
641
1982 DATSUN King Cab
from
Doug
and Vicky
city
an air of coziness and
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
sidewalks, patios, house
WALLPAPERING
5 speed pickup, manual
good cheer this one
limits.
Crofton
Industr
foundations, new
ial
Rd.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
transmis
sion,
with
topcertainl
y does. Once
chimneys 'or chimney
Friday &
Murra
per. AM-FM, air, ps.
y,
Ky.
R
inside, the aura of
repair. 25 years exROOFING, Plumbing,
Excellent condition.
Saturday 8-5
Vf ARS
warmth does not
perience. Free esConcrete work. Ad759-1
099
Call 435-4348.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
I XPE RIF NCI
diminish
Clothing, odds &
bright spac
timates. Call Charles
ditions, Painting,
RAISED PANEL DOORS
ious kitchen, French
Barnett 753-5476.
General Carpentry.
ends, books.
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
doors from dining room
P.A.
qUNCASE
APPLI
*FREE
Molon
S
ANCE
ESTIMAT
•
LEE'
y
MANTLES
ES*
S
Co
• BOOKCASES•
NEED A CAR?
CARPET
to screened sun room,
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
753 - 8628 . Free
SERVICE. Kenmore, CLEANING. For all
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITUR
bountiful
storage,
w
No
Credit
h
E REFINISHING
.
Estimate
Westi
MOWIN
s.
nghou
G,
your
hauling
se,
43
carpet & upholst,
Real Estate
COMPETITIVE PRICES Deep By & Sae Our
traditional firep
Display
e
trees and bushes pruned GENERAL maintenWhirlpool. 23 years ery cleaning. For a free
No
Intere
st.
kOPPERUD Realty of- serving the living
a
or removed. Reasona- ance, roofing, painting •
experience. Parts and estimate call 753-5827.
1212
Main
Murray
fers-•Wifi, excellent -selec- -A-nother--chance. 'tike this
, Ky. 753-5940 •
set vice: Bobby Hopper:--sattsftel'referenteS.-_•.---' ble rates,- - reed •
Call Sammy
exPment'e.--- 11100•
- ••••-%••-• woe•0-4-01,OF*•
tion of quality homes - all may not - cdrne along
terencet. Call Jerryat -Free estimates. Call
Bob's Appliance Ser- LICENSED Electrician
price ranges For all your Call Mary Jane now
at 753-6448
759-9661.
vice, 202 S. 5th St. for residential and
474-2330
Real Estate needs phone 753 1492 at Century 21
Business 753-4872. 436- commercial. Heating
753-1222. or visit our office Loretta Jobs Realtors.
1982 MAZDA RX7, 5848 ihomel,
and air condition, gas
at 711 Main
black. 1 owner, good GENE
RAL HOME installation and repair.
47.Motorcycles
condition, $6975. Call REPAIR
. 15 years ex- Phone 753-7203.
46 Homes for Sale
On Tapes and LP'S List 58..98 56.99
1915 RAW ASKI K2 400S, 753-7275.
perience. Carpentry. MITCHELL Paving.
1952 PONTAIC Grand concrete,
313R mobile home on 2 low miles. lots of extras.
plumbing. Sealing striping, repair
Video Tapes, 1st quality
Prix, all power, air, roofing, siding. NO
54.99
1.2 acres, more or less. $375 Call 753-3648 after
JOB & complete asphalt
automatic, excellent TO SMALL. Free
Good well, shade trees, 6p.m.
Car stereos and speakers at wholesale
es- installation. All jobs.
condition. Contact Dan timates. Days
out building, fenced. At 1976 SAZVKI motorcy753-6973, large & small Call
prices. Compare our prices with the big
McNutt at Purdom nights 474-2276.
Coldwater on blacktop cle (;T 750 i Water
753-1537.
Thurman
boys.
They may buy cheaper but our
McNutt
Insurroad. $12,500. Phone Buffalo. $500. good
ance, 753-4451 or home
- Joe Pat Lamb
489-2651 or.489-2224
Doug Taylor
overhead is half of their overhead.
running order. Call
753-1580.
BY owner, 3 BR brick 753-9384.
Hazel, Ky.
Puryear, Tn.
1982 Z-28, black & gold,
home in c .ountry. 1918 )
AMAHA 500cc,
new tires, louvers.
492-8527
901-247-3784
Kitchen den combina
King-Queen seat, sissy
Make an offer. Call
lion, living room, 1 bar, new condition, 2
222 S. 12th
Satisfaction Is Our Cry
753-5865
759-4582.
•PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
bath, utility room, work new helmets, $695. 4363 GRAND Torino, ps,
shop, garage,. wood 5806.
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
pb, air conditioning,
stove & electric heat. 1980 YAMAHA 650
good shape, $650. Also,
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
TVA insulated, storage Special II, real good
'71 Mercury, $375. Cdil
building, 1 acre with bike, 7,000 miles, de•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
753-8565.
barn and fence for pendable. $925 or best.
Free
Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
46
OLDS
Cutlass Salon,
horses. $38,000. Call Call 474-8049.
ac, tilt, cruise, $900. Call
753 0530 for RED 1983 Yamaha 500
753-5094.
information.
Virago. ferrin. ad
47 CHEN, Y Impala 4
ENJOY beautiful lake justable sissy bar,
dr.. all power, nice. Call
view from this 4 BR, 2 luggage rack Excellent
437-4787 after 5p.m.
bath brick home in condition. $1400. Call
'81 MERCURY Lynx,
Panorama Shores, 2 759-4146.
excellent condition,
kitchens, fireplace in
END OF SEASON SALE
$2400 or best offer. Call
den. Unbelievable low 49.Used Cars
New Rangers, Century & Nitrow boats
price, $35,000. Contact 14 CAMARO, two torte 753-2407.
still in stock.
Kopperud Realty 753- blue. 6 cylinder engine. '82 DATSUN 200SX
hatchback, sunroof. 5
1222.
$1500. Call 753-7752.
"The Price is right."
speed. air. AM -FM
Also, used 1982 Ebbtide Montego I/O &
stereo, all power. $4600
1975 Century Trident I/O.
Call 753-3722.
OR TRADE, 1984
Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek
Camaro, Z-28, charcoal
metallic, tops. loaded.
On Ky. Lake
Call 753-7307 after 4 pm.
Fund Raising Dance
VERY nice little 1981
Fri. & Sat., Sept. 13 & 14
Mercury Zepher 4-door
Sedan. Under wholesale
Free Fish Supper will be served Saturday
at $2200. Call 753-4530.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

YARD
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

,

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

FOR SALE

PAINTING

YARD
SALE

Onunrs

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

•
•

For All Your Auction Needs

SPECIAL

Lamb & Taylor
Auction Service

WALLIS DRUG

SPORTSMAN'S BOAT WORKS

World of Sound

IF THIS WERE YOUR CAR,
YOU'D BE IN A
HEAP OF TROUBLE.

Notice To All Members
Of Murray Eagles 4071

354-6569

evening, 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. Open at 12
Noon in back of old Eagles Club at
Fairgrounds. Members & guest only. Band
Friday - Rowdy Bunch; Saturday - Band
Showdown.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 321.50
Yesterday
6.06
Opened
Opened
Today
321.30
Today
6.04
Down
Down
.20
.02
Compliments of:
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
75 3 7 1 1 3
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours' 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday

Hopkins insurance Agency

50

Used

Trucks

1976 F150 with factory
rebuilt engine, needs
minor transmission
work. $800 or best offer
Must sell. 474-8884.

Bank
Repossession
1976 Chevrolet
Truck. See at
Dees Bank of
Hazel or call
A928136.
Bids taken until
September 17,
1985.

Greg's Vinyl Tops
Got an old top that looks ragged? Or
want to spruce up that car that doesn't
have a vinyl top? Let us help you get your
car in top shape.

FREE ESTIMATES Call Greg Williams
753-9841
Located on Center Drive Just Off 641 N.
behind Boston Tea Party

Kentucky Central Insurance Companies

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today
Call
408 So. 12th
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
(502)753-6202
42071

AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 21st at 10:30
at the Auction Mart in Kuttawa, Ky.
Antiques - Furniture - Buggies - Collectibles - 12
Marvelous Pieces of Furniture
in walnut & cherry. 8 china bowls
- R.S. Prussia, Heisey & Pressed Glass - 2 Goat Carts - 3
Buggies - Stagecoach - a-- 2
horse sleigh - mahogany love
seat & chair with claw feet lamps - rockers - chests tables - oil & Aladdin lamps.
Sale by

Thomas White & Sons
Auction & Realty.

This car has been involved in two serious
accidents. The first one happened on the highway. The second happened in the collision shop.
The shop personnel did the best they could. But
they didn't have the equipment they needed
to properly measure the damage. So they
weren't able- to. restore' the car's frame to
factory specifications.
The car looks good But it's dangerous_ Its
imperfectly straightened
unibody frame
doesn't have its original capacity to absorb and
distribute the impact of a collision If the car
is involved in another accident, this could

seriously endanger the lives of its passengers
At our collision repair facility, we have what
it takes to restore unibodtes full frame cars
and pick-ups to exact factory specifications
Car-O-Liner.' the worlds finest universal
bench alignment system Car-O-Liner makes
it possible tip measure and realign any
damaged parts with incredible accuracy
We paid a lot of money for the Car-O-Ltner•
system But we think our customers' safety is
woyrtu
o h rit
If
car is involved in an accident, you can
be sure we'll fix it properly Outside where it
shows And inside where it doesn't

THORNTON
BODY SHOP
2112 Coldwater Rd.

759-1596
24-Hr. Wrecker Service
A CARTO-LINER' AUTO REPAIR FACILITY

•

r

,
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Manning will speak at Kingdom Hall

Ronnie Armstrong, 29, (lies

VC.

Jehovah's Witnesses Indiana. He is accom•
in the Murray area will panied by his wife.
The highlight of the
Ronnie Armstrong, strong: one sister. Mrs. welcome a traveling
29, of Nash. Texas, died K e n n e t h i pegg3; i representative of The week's visit Will be a
Thursday at 2;30 _p.m. Geurin, Rt. 5, Murray; Watchtower Bilbe and public discourse on Sunrael Society of New day, Sept. 1-13.
- at 9:30
from injuries sustained three brothers, Bobby -T, in a farm acCident on Armstrong and Donnie York, according to an a.m.. on the subject
the Dr. John Nix Farms. Armstrong, Rt. 7, Mur- announcement made by •'Bringing the Many to
Righteosness in the
ray, and Jerry Arm- the local group today.
at Texarkana.
Doyle F. Manning has Time of the Erid." This
Family members said strong, Sedalia.
The funeral will be lust been appointed to will be a picture slide
Armstrong was working
on A combine when a Sunday at 3 n. .in the visit the 21 congrega-. , presentation.,
es
616040- T.....ikve
header fell off the chapel of Max Ctir4i?:.'r..!'"Olincr4„P-A-7"',.:61(
tacky •and south-ern In- ifillirgier of the local
machine crushing his Funeral Home.
Officiating will be the diana making up Ken- congregation. George
head.
Charles Simmons. tucky Circuit No. 1. R. Bandara, encourages
Rev.
A 1974 gradliate, of
Manning serves in the all interested persons in
Calloway County High Mrs. Oneida White will
capacity of circuit the community to be
present
the
music.
School. he was an active
Pallbearers will be supervisor, and come present for this promember of the Calloway
James
Henry Arm-. here from a similar gram. "In a time of unChapter of Future
strong.
Murdock. assignement in northern precedented world trouRick
Farmers of America
Ray
Murdock.
Buddy
receiving the State
GRAVEL
Windsor, Mason Milby
Farmer award.
and Tom Jones.
We
Haul
He was # member of
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Burial'
will
follow
in
Coldwater
Salem Batist Church.
stumps i.,13
We can
Salem Cemetery.
Pit Gravel
to 20 below the around
Born Aug. 23, 1956. he
Friends may call at
035 4303 or 0354319
435-4343
was the son of Mrs. the funeral home after
We Now Haul Pit Grovel
435-4319
Molena Adams Arm- p.m. Saturday
• '. •
strong. Rt. 7, Murray.
and Crawford Armstrong who died Aug. 22,
Open Daily 9-9; Sun. 12-6
1979.
On Sale Sun., Sept. 15 Thru Tues., Sept. 17
He is survived by his
mother. Mrs. Arm -

ble and calamity, hope today, and it consincere persons the tains the promise of a
world over are looking bright future for
for something better. mankind," he said.
God's Word, the Bible.
All meetings at the
Ts-IfiermiTy-golfr=e-e-oTfiii-e-Ringaill
die-Tiiire-

SUN.
MON.
TUES.
ONLY!

Services for Mrs. Anna Lou Dowdy will be
Saturday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev.
Harry, Yates will
officiate.
Burial will follow_ in
Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Friends' may call at
the funeral home after 3
p.m. today lFridayi.
Mrs. Dowdy. 85, Rt. 1,
Farmington, died
Wednesday at 9:15 p.m
at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
She was a retired
employee of Curlee
Clothing Co., Mayfield,
and a member of Coldwater Baptist Church.
Survivors Inctude One
sister, Mrs. Cora Lee
Byrn. brother-in-law,
Jewel Dowdy, and a
brother and sister-inlaw. Mr. and Mrs.
James Dowdy.

Robinson
dies here
last night
Martin E. Robinson,
18. New Concord, died
Thursday. according to
Calloway County Deputy Coroner Howard D.
Mathis.
Mathis said. the body
of Robinson was found
in his, truck parked off
Johnny Robertson Road
at Woodgate Subdivision entrance about
10:30 p.m. Thursday by
Kentucky State Trooper
Dennis Crawford while
on patrol
'
The deputy coroner
said the death had been
ruled as by a selfinflicted gunshot wound
to the head.
-Mathis was assisted
at the scene by Trooper
Crawford and by officers of Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
Blalock.Coleman
Funeral Home will be in
charge of funeral and
burial arrangements
.
.

C.B. Martin,
63, dies
on Thursday
Charles Brown Martin. .63, Rt. 7. Murray,
died Thursday, according to Calloway County
Deputy Coroner Howard
D. Mathis.
Mathis said Martin
was found in his car by
some boys on threewheelers at the intersection of A.B. Lassiter
Road and Outland
School House Road
about 2 p.m. Thursday.
Deputy Coroner
' Mathis said death was
tit-441-4rciin -a- sal - _inflicted gunshot wound
above the right ear.
Mathis was assisted
at the scene by
Calloway County Sheriff
David •Balentine.
(Funeral arrangements are
Incomplete.
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CORN-AUSTIN
Fashions For Fall

Financing
A P.R
C/K 10/30

(Pickups Chassis
Cab & Crew Cab)
Astro

Cai'goit&

Conversion Vans
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

S. 12th

Style Show

Murray

502-753-2617

Sept. 16th 7:00 p.m.
Playhouse in the Park

remove

Rites- will he
Saturday for
Mrs. Mu
- Aly

and open to the public. 16th Street Extended at
The address Is North Utterback Road.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Fit Most 111
/
2" Fashion Dolls

Save 32%. Our 5.96. Princess
Imperial fashion doll.

14

$7

Save 29°.. Our 9.96. Doll
clothes and accessories.

Save 29%. Our 19.97. 10-pc.
Zybots Robots gift pack.

Save 36%. Our
1.58 Pr. Men's
crew socks. Fit
10-13.

$1

$5

Save 32°.. Our 1.48
Pr. knee socks.
Misses 9-11. girls'
sizes 8-9' 2

$ff

Skeins

Save 28%. Our 6.97. Polyester
blanket. 72x90"
... ..

'Net
Mtt may vary

Sale Price. Kolar Match 4-ply
yarn. 8-02* skeins

$10
Save 28%. Our 13.96. Soft
baby doll, fully dressed

...........

........
. ••

2

... .

..........
.-

_

Pkgs.3
$

Sale Price. Malted milk balls in
milk-type carton.
Crunchy treats
covered with delicious milk-chocolate-flavored
coating. 11
/
2-lb.
net wt.

Includes:
12x12" Dishcloth
7x7" Potholder •
16x26" Kitchen Towel

*No ran checks

Special Purchase!Place mats
in choice of sizes, designs.

7
9

17 Case

i

3

•No raw checks

•No raw, checkS

Special Purchase! Kitchen tie
towel. 13x16 cotton

Special Purchase! 3-pc.
kitchen set of cotton

Includes
Dish Drainer
Drain Board
Utensil Holder
Soap Dish
n Cleaner

18 Case

$3

$11 19 Case
Sale Price. Deluxe lightweight
luggage. Durable
nylon shell

.Ea.. Si
50/100/150W 3-way Bulb
Ea., $2
Reflector Lamp
I50-W Flood Light
Ea., $3
40-W Appliance Bulbs, Pkg of 2, $I

$1

$1

Sale Price. 5-pc. kitchen-sink
set. Choice of colors

Sale Price Ea. Dove dish detergent 22-fl oz

Sale Price. 4-pack light bulbs.
40- 60- or 100-W

Sold at Spoeing Goods Dept

2$
For

Sale Price. Motorcraft or AC oil
filter in sizes for
many U.S. cars.

$1

Sold in AU10 Dept

Sale Price Roll. 18'x25 roll
Reynolds aluminum foil.

4 $5

$1

Sale Price. 12 x200 roll Glad
Cling Wrap for food

For
Sale Price. Pkg. of 300, 1-ply
ea
napkins. 13x12

Rogow Prices May vary ai Some
Stores Due To Locoi Corayetiban

966
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